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iClass ·of 2003
.·hits target
BY JAMIE CURRAN
News.Writer
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Beautiful weather and a good turnout en.sured both Xavier
_ students arid Norwood _residents a great time afth.is year's
charity carnival, located in the O'Connor Sports Center lot.

.

As the end .of the school year
approaches and seniors prepare for.
graduation, incoming Xavier freshmen are making final arrangements
.for. the'ir enrollment.
_.
·_
"At this point, we have deposits
from750 iricomihg freshman,''. sa~d
· Vice Preside~t[o,i; Academic Affairs
Dr. James Bundschuh. "It looks
· like we're going to have a· healthy
freshman class.'!
·
. · Xavier accepted 2,800 students
out of the 3,200 meri and women
who applied. However; the adininistration is being careful riot to over
. enroll .like. this year's record-si~e
freshman class of 830. ·
"We're definitely meetlr1g our
goal; of course we al~o have to account for a few more deposits and
a few · cancellations," said
Bundschuh.
. Students who have turned in deposits' have until May I to cancel
·and ·get a ful,l refund. ... . · . ..
"A fair.number of deposits will
. most likely be return~d,'';. said in~
tetim director of the· Office of Admissions Dr.. David Flaspohler..
"There wili be a tot.of activity dur.ing the next couple days.''

of

The ide_al size of next year's
freShrrian class is 75·0 students:
"We are not going to say no to a
few more than 759," said
Flaspohler. "If numbers. look like
.they are sta~ting fo gr:ciw significandy, we will stop accepting deposits, so it doesn't get out ofharid.''
The main issue regarding the
numberof deposits accepted is the
availability of on-campus housing,
not class size.
·
"We are confident that we will
end up with approximately 750 students; which our budget anticipates," said Flaspohler. "We won't
·see the same thing as last year.'' .
Eighty percent "of the incoming
students are from the tri-state area.
"We ·always have a lot of students from Ohio, Indiana and Kentucky," said Bundschuh. "However;
·this year we've also noticed a shift
in students coming to Xavier from
the East Coast.''
. An interesting aspect of next
year~s freshmen class is theuneven
inaie/femal~ratio. Women are expected to outnumber men by 6 percent.
The final profile of the Class of
- 2003 will be available at the begin- ·
ning of classes next year.

Summer promises changes fo;r campus
Construction, ren°"vations_will welcome. returning students b.ack to a different Xavier
BY MICHELLE MANASSAH .
News Writer ·
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. While students enjoy a• break '
fromdasses this summer, Xavier's ·. ·, ·_ -. _·.
campus will change in two ways.
Construction on the q11tas Cen·ter has already begun: the above-:· .· ·
ground• efforts _and will continue
over the summer. In addition, a
· Construction workers will spend
new park at the northern: edge of the· summer erecting the skeletal·
campus will be created for recre-· structure parallel to the North parking lot and parailel .to the Cohen
ational _use.
Early Monday, students may · . parking lot. "We are coricentrating
have noticed construction crews on coming· all_ the way arou11d,"
placing upright concrete beams on Sheeran said.
'
"In All gust and into the fall, we
• the site_ cifthe Cintas Center.
·_As part pf the first aboveground ~iH start the steel structu~e.for'the
construcH()~ •. this area wHI eventu- roof," Sheeraq said. They also ptan
. ally be the st~derit .dining facility. )q. begin con'struction
the ex_teThe focus _is now shif~ing to th_e rior walls surrounding thtdramecreation of the- sfructural skeleton. work in August.- . .
"
. "All summer
we
w0rk
.with
Sheeran
not~d
that
construction
1
the precast concrete;: we _will work_ - .rem~ins about one inonth behi~d
on th~'qorth'end .tp, th~ ,SOl)t~-';VeSt ' sched~le. However,. he made an
.end," said Project Representative analogy of a construction coritra~Bob Sheeran. ·· · · · · ·
tor ~o.,a basketball coach.
.

.- CENTER
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will

, "The coach sets out a game plan
and knows the strategy, but during
th~ game he has to .make adjustments. We have had.to make adjustrrients like changing the game
plan to get back in the· game;"
Sheeran said. " ·
It is stiB too early to determine
whether construction will be com. pleted in time for the graduation of
the class of 2000.
·
''Alotwillhappen while the students are away and e_veti now while
they ar~ stiH here ... So much has
happe~ed ino11e day," Sheeran said.
"We will be getting 18 20 truckload~ of precas,t concre.te ~ d~y.. We
will know more about ~elays in_ the
fall of the year' based. 011 how we
are going this ·summer.''·
·
When students return to c.ampus
this fall, the new Park .Project, a
Joirit endeavor bet~een Xavier Uni_yersity, ·_and th_e _· Cincin~ati :P.l!-rk
Board Paitnership, .will be near
completion, .· ·
··
·
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According to the proposal
Xavier presented to the J>ark Board,
''There is land contiguous to Xavier
.(between Ledgewood Avenue and
· Hopkins Avenue) that couiclbe im~
. proved to benefit Xavier and the
<surrounding community. This land
includes 20 acres of lowland secand-growth shrubs and trees and
. some upland trees that occupy the
higher ground adjacent to Victory
Parkway.''.
The park will include a woodland ecology trail, a bike and exercise path~ a· daytime playfield and
six outdoor tennis courts. None of
the park will be lighted.
'.'In addition to the park project,
we'll b_e adding what we lcist in
Cohen and added benefits.as well;"
· ~aidAd~inistratiye Vice President
Mi:: John K1:1cia~ . . . .. , ·• _
''Dr. Hedeen is desigining a nature trail in green buffer surrounding the· park. Students .wiB use it
for sdence and educationp~rposes,

and other schools. can use u; too,"
he said.
"We are creating a partnership
whereby we will be improving
property [the· Park Board] owns. In
exchange, we
get use of the facilities during certain times of the
. year," Ku~ia'said. ·•
·
Official plans for the park are
alm6st complete,. with just a few
minor details left to be discussed.
"The detailed design is being
completed,'' Kucia said.:"..We are de. velopirig a 16-ng~term, 99~year lease
: agreement. with the Park a·oard.
• Then; we will put ifout for bid for
construction;, We _are' still pptimistic about having it done by the fall.''
'.'Our goalis"always to dci something that has a positive impact on
· Xavier and the community as well,"
. said Kucia.
·
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Senior Ball.
Seniors interested in reserving
rooms at the Hyatt Hotel down-·
~own for thenightofSenior Ball
are encouraged to call 579-123~ ·
for reservations. Seniors should
identify themselves as· Xavier
students and ask to be given the
arranged rate of $100. This rate
includes either a double or a fourperson room. For m()re inform11;tion, call Senior Board member
Jen Korzen at 985~5907 .. ·
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.BY SARAH ·KELLEY ..
Carripus News Editor . .
:Represent11tives}rom 30 reli'gi(jus orders throughout. the
rriidwest will visit campus on Fri•
day, April 30,, to speak tp students
. and provide' specific. information
. about th~i~ orders~ : . . : .• . ;T~e. Pll!"JJOSe of the visitis to" in- .
forril· students' of the vaifol.ls voca. dons. 'the Catholic Chl.lrch and·
.pr9;i~~j11fotmation foMtudeI1ts ·
·.· ~h:d'3'~e interested in pursuing .l! life
in ,a, religious order.. . . .. .
.',iwe want to show students how
,· Godc~llspeopl~to different walks

In'

· Bookstore sale

, . :· .
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·

· .
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NEWSW.IRE .PH.OTO BY. ERIN MO~~EY :

. Students, faculty; families and community.neighbors joined .together on Sunday,~April,25, a(.
The bookstore is running sev-.
· 3 p~m. on the academk mall to enjoy ice cream, conversation arid entertainrnentcourtesypf
eral sales through April 30. A $5
. the Xavier Band.·. ·
::;.:;:
·. book clearance sale will ailow
students to take as many books
...,
from a select table as they can fit.
into their book bag for the. price ·
The representatives will be. at
BY LORAINE CROUCH ·
'.nancial incentives for students
The increased class sizesin re- ·booths outside ·the ·cafeteria from
of $5. All poetry books wili be
Man.aging Editor
1llove off campus this year..
cent years is also beginning fo if-· 8.: 30 a:m, to 4 p;m~ Postersand inreduced'l:iy 20 percent.· With any
. Resiclenc~ Life is still recover- .
...We haven't offered any incen- fectoff~camplis housing availabil-' fortnational. videos .will be dispurchase from the ritirsing refering from lastyear's housing short- · tives, and we aren't planni~g to," ity;As yoll.rigerstU.dents ~eeti:cour.C: · played/lit~r~ture willb~ handed
ence section, ~tudents will re, .
age: Thtfo~iversity signed a five- said Residence Life Director Ava. aged to inove off~c1unpus~ the lil'n~ ·.out and representatives wiil. be
ceive a free totebag. Anyone who
. year lease for small apartment Jean Fiebig. "We've met the de- ited housing near Xavier is more available· to answer any questions
buys· an item of clothing' wit.h a
buildin. g. and two duplexes· on. mand this year for upperClass hous• difficu.lt t.·o.cotne by·. .
.
Xavier ~ogo will get a second
concerning their order...
"With sophomores Jiving off- . : ''This. is a way to inform students
Cleneay to provide adequate re- . ing and sophomores,'' she said.
item of clothing at half price. For
sources to meet this year's demand..
Fiebig explained the number of campus, the competition exists be-· of different ways .of life fo' the
more information, call 745-3311.
'.
T~enty.spaces were st.iii open. upperclassmen.on camp:us has re- tween 'three classes now, all fight- , Churchifstuderits.are interested,"
after the housing lottery compared mained fairly steady between 300. . ing for the. same housing,;, said l.o- .·said Gamber.
to 20 stud..ents put .on awai.ting list and 3.· 20 since the Villag·e was ad. ded , cal landlord Leanne Rosenfeld; .
··
·. · ·
• ·. ·
·
· ·· · ··
··
Many of the. orders represented
last year. Residence Life is· work· ·IQ.years ago. She admits housing
Some students who did not be- are new withiri the Church and are
Kelly Leon, marketing and
··
· ·
irig to fill th.e. sl.o. ts. with uppei:class- ·'.is still a. con.c,ern. ,·and st.ress. ed.the gin theiT search for of.f.~campu. s .· · ·
public relations, is looking for
representedby younger 111embers.
me.n. who p'art. idip·a.ted in op'en sign.• . 'impo, rta.nee of·maintainin.g a r.ea~· .• housing eirty in .the year are.. now
. . .
·
·
·
·, ."We want'to open the eyes of
interesting and unusual gradua}ps f~!lo\Vin~ tl1e lo~teri ; : .· · .. \sonable chiss:size. ' . ·
·.
' scrambling to'·firid1 nearby actpri)~ sti.idents'and makethem aware that
. tion stories to.pitch to.the media.
:...T..h·.1syearmar
... ks.th
... e. fi,1.r.s.t.tt.me. th
.....e. ..'.·. '·.'T.h.·~.· o.·vera.11 trend is. we meet modations. '. ·. ·. ( .' :.'.: . .-,·.·'' <,,r. (' ·"there
' 1 is a lot more.going
·
• ·. · . ·
on in reli. ·nyou know of·a gra~uate who
University
Apartment~'
and
half
of
the
demarid,
.except
last
year."
.
.
"You're.
not
going'to·
be
·within
.
giousHfe,"said
philosophyprofesovercame extraordinary ob·· ·
•·
·
. ·
the Manor
Fie.big
distance
. House have been operi
..
... said. ... "There's.
.
.no way . we · walking
.
... ..· if you.
....don'lget
· ..
.sorMr.DavidMeconi,S:J;
stacles to get to this. point or a
uni~
·
•
cait
meet
the
demand
if
we
continue·
things.
settled
by
November,''
said
•"Religious
life
is
riot
dying
.out,
to
sophomores.
However;
the
grad who is a little bit out of the
. versity' did not have.to resort to fl- to have record classes."
RosenfelcC .
. .
.
.
.
. fr is flowering," said Meconi.
.ordinary, ple~se send the infor.
.
.
"There are younger people joining
mation
to
Leon
at
'religious orders.". ·
.
leon@admin~xu.edu, or call her
. ·· ' Some of the religious orders that
· at 745-3877. All ideas are welcome.
BY KATIE ·suMMERS
Week events such as nights at Dana The senior participation goal is .will be represc:mted include Mary
Mother of the Eucharist, the newNews Writer
Gardens, Stone's Lanes and the an- 250.
For the upcoming graduates of nual faculty~student softbalJ game,
"We definitely expect to meet est order, Sisters of Notre Dame,
Xavier University, Senior.Week al- activities are to include golfing, ca- and exceed our goal. this year,'' Ursulines, Poor- .Claires from CinNashville Dominilows one last hoorah before life af- . noeing, an.ultimate frisbee compe- Hinton said. "We still have ab01,it:· .cinnati. and the
.•·.
On Friday, April 30~ at 2:30
ter college begins. The festivities, ~ition; a trip to Grand Victoria Ca- two more weeks for students to ~ign cans, the largest order.
p.m. in Schou multipurpose
which· are sponsered by Xavierand sino in Indiana and a night ·ofpar~ up.'.' ·
.. ··
· · · •. •
During the day,, each of the reproom, come hear XU students re".
. theSenior Board, lastfrom Ma}'. 8 tying at Hciwlafthe: Moon; .·
·
The total senior week package resentatives .will be matched up
· turning. from Nicaragua tell stoto May i3;
. · .. · . . .· ·. The week will culminate at the comes with a price tag of$90. Par- with.a student to eat lunch. in the
. ries about. th~ir learning experiThe week kicks off on Saturday Thursday night ~enior B.all and the tiCipation in ~e golfing and canoe- . cafeter.ia; At th.e.end cifthe day, all ·
ences there and als·o· how the ·
wi th the· annual pig rnast and Friday morning baccalaureate cer- ing events. costs another $30 and are invited. to. a :closing Mass in
country is responding to the de~
. reggae concert. Sunday, seniors are emony.
$10, respeetively.
·
.Bell.armine chapel.at 4'p;rn; .··
struction caused by the hurri~
This· event is being sponsored
treated to an afternoon R~s game
Senior ·Board member Rod
"Senior week is the biggest, largcane. For more informat.iori, call
and a casual evening bo,at dance· Hinton estimates that 210 students . est, wildest and mosHavish party by the Xavier Jesuit Committee arid
Susan Namei at 745~3042.
themed ''Music through the Ages." . have ;ilready signed up to paftici- Xavier will ever see," said Senior · supported by Dr. Ron Slepjtzund
the Office of Student Development.
In addition to the annual Senfor pate in the Senior Week activities. . Board chair Lori Culver.

Xavier me,e.·...t.S~ h. Qusin_·...g··J]ema.···.··Jii.a

~'.1~fe;'iaidR.;.,,Matth0wGamb

to .

a

Graduate stories

Se11iors CelebJ.'"ate graduf}tion eady

Nicaragua forum

Xavier awarded

On April 15,· X~vier received
the Partners For Life.Community .·
Aw~d ·presentedpy .•Pregnancy .'
Center East, .illc. This award recognizes the university's strong
pubiic statement on· behalf9f life •
by accepting the "I>ance of
Tears'.' sculpture by. Cincinnati ...
aftistBarbaraTrauth,;which is in- ·
· tended. to. represent .healing and
hope for women who have had
abortions. · ·

Habitat cookbooks .
H~bita(for Humanity cook- .

books,Jeat~ririg fav~dte r¢cipes .
from Xavier stu~eiits; 'faculty· and. ·
· staff; are still'available at $-iO
each~· For,mdre'ii:ifobnation, call .
Kandi Stinson ~i 745-2044.

··Police. Notes .

p.m.

Friday, April 23, 10:50
covered vandalizi.ng university
- C,ampus police discovered heavy. property., Damages included a
smoke on the' first.floor of Lindner. cracke~ wfodshield, turned over
The sifioke was tr11ced to ~ pile of · traffic biliicades and ce~ent ash
.. Tuesday, April 2o; 9:40 · mll.l~h outside ~hiCh had been sef .trays, cfamage to a bike rack, which
p.m~ ·. . ;. A visitor at ·the SPorts ,· on fire by a cigarette.
. .w3'sthrowri irito the woods behind.· .. Mond"ay, Nov. 30, .
Ceriter reported the theffof$40
Efot; and a broken window in Elet
·· 2:45 p.in. - carrii)lis po~ . ·
and a set of car keys from an
Saturday,. April 24~ midnight.· The estimated cost' of damages is .· ' lice arresteda'15-year~o1~(··
.·. unlocked locker ~n the men's -' Residence Life. reported. some~ . between $800 to$ l,000 .. T.he sub- ..
male outsid6 the Grill ·'after
student locket room.
. one int~nticmally cJoggecl 'up' a .· jects will face severe'fines and sane- ":
he'was s.eeri ·actingsuspi,··.
drain in a men's shower'.on .the sec~. . tions.
ciously, and :·.r~peiiteaiy ;.
_;1
Thursday, April 22, 1 :25 ond floor c)f' Brockman .ancLturned. flashing a roll of cash. The .
~.In. - Campl.ls police invesii~ ·. on the. water, ·c~using\vater:damSaturday/Ap'ril 24~ a·a;in• .;;...
subje~t,' who claimed he
gated a' report that fireworks .· ag~ to.the carpet ;arid 'drywall.
·An' RA reported ·'one of the doors.· was visiting an e01ploy~e ,
in the Village. ·
were beings.et
' leading into Brockinan had· been .·· .ofthe Grill, was found car< .
..
·. . ..
, .. '
- .
· · ·
Two students. were found in
SaturdaY, April 24,·3:30 a.m~ ·shatjered. . • • · · · ··
rying six .rocks ofcrack co- .
posession of ;paintball guns. · -A student.and his two guests were
. caine; ,.The_ju.venile.. was ...
The. weapons were confiscated· citecl"for underage. consumption
·' Sunday1:April 25~:4:l0 a.m~ ·
~ch*'ged with pbsessicm of" .·
and the. matter was· turned\oyer: .- and 'posse~sioh of~lcohol;'.<The·st~-. . - Campus police fotina;·a· ping. •, 'a ~6ntrolled substance> .. .
to Residence Life.· ·
·
dents were cited 'and released. An; . ·pong table in the base~ent:o( .·
· ·'
· · ·· ·
. , . " · h'dur later, th~ students were:dis- ) Ku~hnan had-been broken in halt .··•,___ __.;...._--..:..._ _ _·._.,._._._ __.

Police .:Note.,
.·of .the Yea'r. "·.
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.Main Street
.Brewery
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NEEDED:
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Make great money in an
exciting e11:vironment!

I

I Servers & Bartenders I

I
I

Call Tom or Jim at
665-4677

I
I

1203 Main St.
Over-the-Rhine

I
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... - - NOW HIRING - - •
•
•
••
•
••
CLEARANCE .
• THE GAPCENTER
•
3434 Mineola Pike
••
•
Erlanger, KY 41018
••
••
(606) 372-7440
••
•••
•
••
• .Management, Cashiers arid
.
•
Associates.
•• We alsoSales
•
have
positions
open
•• for night time stockers who ••
•
will recieve a pay rate
•• differential
•
and
will
work
••.. Monday-Friday ONLY! •
•
•••••••••••
••••• •••••
•

..
0

..

. THE POSITIONS AVAILABLE ARE:

..

College $tudents . ·
. Summer Hire Program
.

.

.

Allied Security, a nationally recognized
leader in the contract secinity industry,
continues to expand in the Greater .
Cincinnati/Northern Kentucky area. As a
result Of this expansicin, we are currently
. interviewrng college students for our
sin:runer hire program. Preferred
.
qualification~ include, security related·
college curriculum and.private security
arid/or ffiilitary experience. For this, Allied
will offer: prenlium hourly wage,
. guarant~ed 40-hour wcirk weeks with paid
overtime,' free.training & uniforms and the .
opportunity to continue working for us
part time· duri~g·the school year.

To s~hedule an interview call or

. ·stop by:

. .' :, . :. . .

..

rr==========================;i
- r - - - - - - ' - ..,,_-:-...,.....,... - - ~i••
'~.~.llCRI
I

.

.~~~~=--

NOWISTHETIMETOSTARTACAREER·ATCRI!

.I

I·
:

Due to expansion of services sireat full time. part time and
....
sub opportunities' are now available for individuais who want to
make a difference and help mentally ill adults lead productive lives. '
'

r•

l

.'

GREAT BENEFITS & COMPETITIVE SALARIES
*Flexible Hours.and-Schedules *Liberal-Time Off *Paid Holidays
*Tuition Advancel!lent .*Paid Trainings· .
· *Professional Growth Opportunities ,
* Medical/Dental Insurance *403(b). ·*Retirement
· . ,*Fun; Upbeat Work En'!fromnent
· ·
Requirements:

· Positive Attitude ··
, :"Great PeopleBkills · n; · · .. ':. •· , '' . :. " . , . :c: ,...
Rela~ed Degree and/or,Exp~rie~ce in:Hfllping Roll
· ·.··Valid tinver's Lfoense,\lehiclb & Insuiatile'· · "'
·
Driving1lei5ord r6r soine' Positi<>~s , . ·• ·.•· ·

Fax resuinewith salary requirements to 569-:4739 C)r ~end to:
· CRI, B22 E, McMillan Street, Cincinnati, OH 45206
·• '·
~ual'C)pporlunity Enipl_oyer . ,· •·.· .
"

•

,•C

•

fr..;

.\

,;

_,.

.. Goicha: If yciu;r,;• n:awrig this litdo block of t~t you niiut h:ivc
lime. EXCreisC it wisely by
joining ihc ,hilf of the ~wanl-winningXa~i" N~i,... Call 745~%o7...;cl apply ~~y. ' ·
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We aretwoboys JO.and 11 ye~s old. We.
are intezyie\\iit1g for someone whowiH help
. ourjnrr~lltstake care of us and help us
a r~laxing,'fun su~er: .
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·1 ... Call µs at 703-9114 ~d tell 'Us whei-e ~d ~hen. . . ·. I ..
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. 1··
.we shou1d.:can you back. We promise we will. :.
opportuni!Y. to
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Before we talk, _make sure you have.
childcare experience, references, your own
reliable car, a gho:d drlying histpry anc1 ·a .
clean record~· Also~ pieasehave a.good
.. sense of humor & enjoy family life;:·· ·

L_Not~m ~~

513-7'71-3776 ·Cincinnati

. ·. 606-341,555{;; N. KY•

. ·. 1________. _... _... _ _ __.

have '

weneeci you to, be able tobe he.re and on ,
qetk from 8 ~ 6p.m. every Monday through .
Friday. People s~y w_e pay well, and that .we .
are good g~ys and the working conditions . · ·
are great in our family. We live in Hyde ·
Park.
<: ...-."'
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. A,llicd Secui-ify, Inc.
·· 110 Boggs L;me, Suite 140
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sever~l difmia, so Craven wanted. fo support has been known to
BY AMY SCHELL
.. another charity.- ' . . .
fererittiirlesiri t~~ s~me diyjust to
News Feature Writer.
.·. .. Craven anclthe other members accompany others.
"The ability' to r~ach new
~f the team raised $1,000 each fcir ·,
No m~iter 'how fast or sio.w her
heights, no matter how majestic, is
·.the Arthritis Foun~ation by ~el1ping partnerswa~t foruti:,·s.~eji'encour
determined by the belief you have
oufletters to friends'aiid fa~ily's6~· ... aging arid helpful, eagerto':nurture
.
.
in yourself."
Heiting do~ations. . . • · : . _·. . a love cifrunning· in ·even 'the least
This quote, which hangs above
sophomore Katie Craven's desk; ·
Although she' tan (:ros~ cciul1try ·· athletically foclined; ..·
and trackinhigh.~ch6ol;and wellt
·. Her lo.ve of runnirig.:even
serves as an inspiration as she pre- ·
to st~te inboth, C~aven did.riot be~ .. promptedJ{erto get a tattoo .on her
pares to run in Cincinnati's first
•. come involv~d in org~iiizedrunrii~g . ankle cif~a small 'stick figure ,runmarathon, the Flying Pig. After
~·
ning with its hair,flo~lhg behi~d it.
at Xavier.
months of training, she, along with
. : -..I had a re~if); coippetiti\1¢ C~-·
;i'~e marathon' course, which
the. other 5,000 people entered in
reer in high:schciol;a:nd QowTjust starhi'at FountainSqua~e·and ends
the race, will run 26.2 miles through
Cincinnati's hilly streets on Sunday,
want t.o have a: gooil time running," atthe :Museum ce~ter; is represen: said. Crave1i'},'Aft~rlgr~duated fative ()f mcist of dncirinati 's terMay9.
'th:iii} high:schobl,): did a lot rifro~d rain ~ hilly; '· . .
..· .
Craven, who ran cross country
races: I.love road taces:'. ·.I look at . ' . : :~·~yeryone's really scared about
and track in high school, decided
to run the marathon when she first
.this marathon as the ultim~te road the hills. A big concern· is that
· people will overdo. it in the begin·.. race."
heard Cincinnati was going to have
. ·.. She finds out about many chill- ning.:I've been lucky that I'm from
one.
lenging races, including the Flying . the area and I've beeh able.to train
"My oldest sister
a marathon
• Pig Marathon, frcim BobRoncker's on the hills," Craven s~ld; · ·.
a couple of years ago arid since then
Runllillg Spot, a·. store · in
For Craven, the hardest part
it's always been in my head that I'd
O'Bryonville ·which puts out a will be the iast six miles., "I've
like fo'do one." said Craven:
Since this will be Craven's first
newsletter about local races. ', · heard over arid over again' that the
Craven says the challenge of ' first half of the mar_athoriis t~e first
marathon, she thought it. would be
rurining was not what first attracted twenty miles. and the second half is
a good idea to join a traiQing team
· her tci it. In fact, she did it Jriairily the last six. It's just going to be pure
for motivation and moral support.
because her twu older sisters had · ·· determination." ·
She decided .on Joints in Motiori, a.
run cross country in high se;h9ol, . ' !AS for ~ace times, Craven says
group· which raises money for arthritis research. . .
and she thought it, would be easy. . her goal for her firsfmarathon is to
· ''How hard cou.ld it be to pt.it one . finish under four hours.·
The tea~ 'has. _been training to-.
foot iirfront of the other?" she ha:d
·.· ..·"The main .reason I say fou~
gether since January, starting off at
asked .herself/ it turned out. to -be hours is because I'm hoping I'm not
three miles'and working their way
more difficult thari· she thought. . . out there ~ny longer!. I just want to
up to 22 miles, the fon~est distance
Sophomore runner Katie 6aven shows off the tattoo on her.·
they wili'
before the marathon.
It was not until she improved .finish. I know I'il feel~eally good
. ankle of a running stick figure.
that she. began enjoying· herself; .. if lfinish ~when I finish,;, she said'.
Although -some are··seasoned
marathon runners, a few· people important facets of the group. _The there help you out any time you . "Aslstilrted to get.better and pre'ak··
Some ofCraven's friends are ac"have never run before, w.hiCh I t~am members encourage a~d push t9eed it}fs rio~ something 'that you recoros, I realized ~t was something . companyfog her for a mile or two.
· ·
. .. .. ·~with.their-(friends and.family)
think is;amazirigf''.cravet1 said;~-' e~ch other tcHhe tihisl1:? ·• • · ·· " :~'c:an prepare-fo(jtistphysieally..,;,Yo~ llikedto do,~'she-said.
Nowadays, her friends tease her· c~nstarit encouragement· and sup"Imagine running 22 _miles by have to prepare ·mentally, too." _
"We're not huge; we're a close
group. We often go out to break- yourself," Craven said. -"The group · · Her sister trained with the other good naturedly' a.bout her love of· · port; they . have giverf me ·the
is very supportive. _The trainers are . major team .in town, Team in Train:, running. She. known air.an al- strength to believe iri Iriyself and
fast after
run."
Moral support
is
one
reaUy
easy to ·talk to, and th_ey are -:' ing, which raises money for leuk~~ ways-available running partner an,d . finish the in~rathori,'; said Craven.
of
the
most
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Rock Climber.,

·Big Sister. .•. ~tu;,if~J9t.
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Jump Sum:.;It's· th~.:peyt.FederaJ.·sta[ford
·1.oan for Ohio studeli.ts;-and ·it cdmes' with
-:~incredibly l9w rate, tup.-~ntly 5.9p%.
· ifor more infonnation aboutJump Start,
·tasJl fo4f;~J:lqol;~ci~l.?id'aq~~ fora
. 'Fifth Third:BanlcSciffordLoan.::· ..
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•jump Start is a variable rate sruJent loon Program which adjusts annually, 5.96% current rate
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StUd~QJ$,filtiilies gat.h~r to mo11m in Colorado

Politicians, m(jtorcycllsts and religious groups among tho.usands attending Columbine.prayer service
1

..

BY NITA LELYVELD, GWEN
FLORIO and RICHARD JONES.
Knight-Ridder. Newspapers ·.

.....

.....,

.

LiT'J'LETON, Colo. ~. They, .• ·
stood in 'the .drizzle .and chm' for :; ,·.
hours; ilatj<t iri hand, ·arm. itt · ar:ni; •... ~
parents··giippi11g :their. chHdie~:.
tightly
theirj:hes'ts, strangers·
•.. ·"; :_·., .. 1.:
'.·: .
'
: . ',·,
hugging strangers;· On Sunday afternoon;. )rtore:' thart 10,00() people
covered/a: mail pitiklng lot across .
the street from Columbine High
Schooi tb mourn the natiqn 's dead~
liest schorilshooting.
.
Over and ov~r again, an array of ..
.speakers; frofui·ViCe. President AF ..
Gore. to· evangelist· Franklin Gra~.
hani, intoned the names of 'the 12
students and one teacher .who
walk~cr"into· school as iisuai: on
Tuesday morning and rieverVValk~cf' ·
out again.' . ·
· · ··
·
Th~y remembered. Dave Sand:·
ers, a high school business teacher ' . . . . .
.. .
.
.. .
•'.
.. .,
.
.PHOfO.BY MICHAEL MULVEY - KRT
"".ho gave up his Iif,e .trying. to get . A''poster marks a makeshift memorial.of flciwers pl'aced near Columbine High School.Teens
his student~ to safety. They remem~. : t9nverged ori the site pladng flowers an~ trying to. ~ake sense Tuesday's violence;
·
bered Cass1eBemall, a 17-year-old
·
· ·
·
·
junior who was shot to death af~er feetof each adult.
of vitlues and meaning."
tb hold and teach,·a child to save."
she answered· a killer's qu¢stion
"Parents, we can stop the vioAhuge cheer. erupted in .the
One lnan in the crowd held a
with the words, "Yes, I believe in· lence.and the . hate,'' he told.the. crowd when.Gore.said, ''All of us large white sign with 'words in thick
God."
crowd at the end ofa speech heavy. must change our lives to honor our bii1,ck marker, "STOP THE MADOver and over again; those who .\1\1.ith. quotes from .the Billiel ''In. a . children," adding, "If you are a par- NESS." Many ir1 .the crowd waved
addressed the crowd asked the sa~e . ·CUltUre rife with vfolence, where too . ·' ent, your children need attention: If ·flowers above their. heads.
question: how could two teen-agers many young people place too little - you are a grandparent, they nee.d
• Flowers were also a theme in the
- Eric Harris,. 18; .and Dylan• .value
a hu~an life, we can rise . your time. If you .do not have chil- serviCe's openihg song, performed
Klebold, .17 - who killed them- up, and we can say, 'No more.' We. . dren, there are kids who need your . by. two brothers, .both Colmnbine
selves after shooting .13 . others,. · have seen enough of violence in our ·example and your presen9e. Some~ students; who said they wrote. the
have the capacity for such evil?
schools. We must.replace a culture . where; somewhere in the reach of song with their pastor. Joµathan
Gore put the responsibility at the . of .violeric~ and mayhem with one every adult i.nJhis country, is a child • Cohen, a junior, and his brother
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Self-confidence~'
· .Self-discipline.
..
Working well with others. .
.
.
. . These are characteristics you must have to succeed in
a career, 'according to a national survey of more than 850 .
employers. These are things the Army teaches you:
· · ~·. ·
·
As a member of an air:
assault team, a tank team,
or any Army unit, you'll
learn responsibility,··
self-discipline, ·
".
: self-confidence-· :.
. ·· importantqualities th'.it .
::.employers are.looking for••~; ..
, . . ,. . To find outmore about .
how the Army can'h~lp.give you an edge o~ i,l career, call··. ...
your local Army Requi,tertoday.
· · ·
·
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Stephen said they were selling CDs
to raise money for the victims'
. famiiies. "Columbine, rose blood
· red, heartbreak overflows my .
head,"· the brothers sang.
Colleen Gates rested her head on·
her husband Matt's shoulder. Their
daughter Jamy, 12, stood behind
her. Gates said her. daughter, who
goes to. school just north. of Littleton, in Thornton, had not yet
talked of the shooting.
·
''I',ve tried to reach her, but I
can't. Ijust hug her," she said crying .
.
The memorial service brought
people from across th,e nation, including retired Gen. Colin L.
Powell, Christian music star Ainy
Grant and House Minority Leader
Richard A. Gephardt, D ~ Mo.,
who sat with other dighitaries on a
hastily assembled stage built across
· the steps of a movie theater.
The service in this deeply religious community also attracted re~
ligious groups from near and far:
Among. them were members. of the
Church of SCientology, .who handed
out yellow-and-green pamphlets
. promising "The Way to Happiness:·
··and Hare Krishnas;offering mourn~
ers free vegetarian food. .
In the crowd,· a toddler with a
Winnie-the-Pooh backpack walked
beside her father and asked him, "Is
. this a party?;; Her father looked at
her aqd answered softly, "No baby,
it's not a party: This is a sad day."
·
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DISCOUNT OUTLET
4619 Moritgofu.ery Rd., Norwood;
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Prevention, not restriction
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A

s members of the media,
. prison atmosphere. The imswer·
we at The Newswire felt it
lies·iri creating aneducatioriai ·.
our duty to address the
environment where students feel
events that occurred in Columthe administration and facuity
bine, Colo., last week. It is our
care about their future, peers are
intention, however, to use this
better able to communicate with
public forum to talk about
one another and parents are ·
issues that go unnoticed when
more directly involved.
camera crews and TV announcThis may sound idealistic,
ers
busy covering gunshots,
but is it right to accept the.
explosions and 911 calls.
situation as it is withoufeven
The fact is-, this is a tragedy,
attempting a positive plan of
but we don't need Dan Rather to . action?
·
tell us that. What we need to
Older students should have
uncover is the mindset behind
. the opportunity to influence
· elemer:itary-age·
· this horrific act. ·
What led high - - - - - - - - - - . · k i d s i_n a.positive .•
schoo1 students to
way - tutoring;
discussing family
believe murder- .
"'}"
and friendship··
ing their peers
was acceptable or .
issues, prep
even admirable?
,t'
aring them for
O;
what lies ahead
What were they
·
trying to prove?
and h~lping them
In the "after•
to cope with ·
math," as our
immediate
perfectly .p.lastic
problems.
F11culty and
news anchors like
.•
to call it, we must;
.·parents should
not look how .
communicate
many bars we can put on school '· · ·more often to determine the
windows tci prevent future
emotiorial; as well as educashootings; · ·· ·
··
.
tional,. status of iiach student.
The solution for safety does
Th~ poi~t is to iristill fo
young children their own .
not lie in the number of illet~l
detectors or security guardsa
personal value and the value bf
school acquires .. After all, the
. thefr fellow human .beings.
perpetrators in this case, and
.Ultimately, we need to pay
many others, did not sneak up to attention to what is going on
the school unbeknownst to. the
with our kids and take them
seriously.before they feel the.·
students and tel!-chers iriside.
They came in through.the front
need to take. a gun into the
door like everybody else.
classroom.
An absolute solution will
not come in the forni of stricter
-L.N~M. and L.M.C.
gun laws or schools with a
for The Newswire staff

are

The solution
for sat'ety does
not lie in .the
.
b
num er
metal detectors .
or securr:ty
guards a school'
acquires;

at
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.. BY WILLIAM TERRY

necessity forthe gun must bejusti~ taking ·away our rights. It has. evGuest Columnist .
fied.
erything to do.with common.sense
Why is it exactly .that, even
For this reason,· there are very and giving us the right to live more
though I ani on a different conti- · few crimes here'involving·firearms. peaceful lives. Strong gun ·control
nent; I· still have the' pleasure of Not·once·dµring my stay here have . ·and the banning ofpistols and as: ~atching yet ·another· schoolyard 1 hear.d of.a person having b.een sault weapons are the only ways to ·
massacre on television?
shot.
ensu_re it. . .. . . . . ·
.·.·
. My heart sank at 9:03 p.m. Span·•. Of course, this strictly contrasts
It is a process that would take.a
ish time when I ~aw the images of .with American soci~ty. A,s_ we good deal of time. Very few good
the Denver tragedy- images from kriow, for us it is very easy to ob- things happen quickly in society,
my homeland. My two Spanish taln a gun. Go to Wal-Mart. Just Currently there are almost enough
roommates were shocked, and I :think of how often we hear about ·guns for every single-United States
wanted so much to be able to ex- _violent deaths, accidental or other- citizen. So obviously it
take
plain how such a thing could hap- .. wise, at the hands of a firearm.
time.
Time is on our side. We should
·•... · Sometimes we even train. our
pen, but I couldn't.
It simply does nqt make any children to use them with even . look to the fu.ture, to our childr~n
sense. How we can hoid on to such •greater accuracy. We know they are· and beyond. Let's allow them to
an archaic interpretation of "the . volatile deadly things, so why are walk the streets without fear of beright to bear arms," in this day and they still here?
. ing hit by a stray bullet.
. age is nothing short of ridiculous.
: The National Rifle Association
For· a. nati.ori thai°rnany others
-Living in Spain has given me a . has one of the most powerful Job- look tofor guidance, we are setting
wonderful opportunity to not only bies in Washington .. How could a:_very poorexample'.. I hope with
to expelie.nce a new cultQ~e. but also .• artti-gun legislation possibly .beef- · this re2ent tum of ~vents, A~eri
.·. torefleefoponmy()W~~ What I saw . foctive if ff means .Senator .. 'Joe cans will finally come to their
.·on -televisiori lasLnigl;lt made me S~timoe'.'.,·can't .pl~y golf in Palm senses.
Springs
eat sushho his· heart's
But until w~ do; when people ask .
feel ashamed of my country.
· ··· Here guns are: controlled. Pis- .· content?
·you why the United States has such
tols ar~illegal.Yes, it is possible to :. -Our love affair· with guris has . a problem with gun-related vioown a rifle for hunting purposes, but ( simply got to end. It no longer has Jenee, do what I do. Tell them to
only after a background check; the .:anyt~ing to do with the government · ask ·charlton Heston.
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· ~ew.staff takes over, old one signs off
A

t thistimelastyear-and in this • Xavierilln,.the Xavier University negative criticism - were all apyt;!r'y space, we promised you a. News or simply The Newswire, this< . preciated. . ·. . .. ·.
.
. better Tlewspaper. We said we ' publication will fulfill ·a vital role · ·. Onbehalf&the·wholestaff, we
thankalithose who helped us.when
would frirn>the fat and tone the · inthe•Xavier.comrinini_ty... ·
muscle bfthis ~ublication, making •. . We are for students;·we arb for. we were •up against a .waiLciue to .
it sleeker, sexier and a bit more en- ..
an<l staff;
are forthe free · bµggy comp:uttri:s and quirky ~d-:
· gagjng. ·We. li.~b~'~e've succeeded. · .· · exqhange ofidfas .and t~e ppsitlve·· . ·mirii.~trators: ):'<)u w'ere. ~ big help ..
Look for the spirit of excellence engagement bf thos~ •ideas·~. the ·· We.w_ould be.remiss if we didn't
to continue throughout next year. very:J~Ings \vhic;.it' make-university · · extend aspecfalthankstq all of you;
The capable hands of n_ext year's life s:d exciting: ·. . .. ·.
. . . . our rea~~rs,formakiri'g.this yeafso
1
",-;,
staff produced the issue before you. ' ·w~·w~~ted to tak~·this opport~- great for us; i
As 'you can see, Lauren Mosko,:, nity to' thank all those whb'.ha~g.
,. ··
.. \
-Chad·Engelland
,Lqraine Crouchand:thefrstaffwiff ·. supported TheNl;!wswite%is year.' .
:·:proudly'.contin~e:t!l~:'tradition of •. ~- we'hope.you'veio~ndXavier;s
.. ,.
EditorEmeritus
student Joumaiisrll'\vhich sparis '.newspaper improved .and freshly
nine decades on t!tlS·carripu~. . . .'insightful. Your comments .~nd
~Kara Benken
Whether.- •. it . :is calied the. feedback-'- even the:occasional
Managing
Editor Emeritus
· ... , ... ·'
.. ..:.-: .. .'..~ . ,;...

fac.uitf

JENNAH DURANT

Photography

are

·:America should. follow· ove.rseas .example

· • Online Editor

Calendar"

or
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·.·WHAT crazy· thing do you. 1Iave·pl~nned for this . summer?

.

·,

.

. • · ''Thes;fue't~iilg I
. "I'm going to
"Laying: in front ofi "I'm moving to
· ': ''I'm playing
a.tank in Kosovo.~·
Lexington:~nd ,...
centerlstage at
Woodstock."
do every summer
' . ·
.
. - plan to)ake
going to Russili..'' · · Redrocks." , · ·
-Phil Henry_ .. ·
.:_Heather Smiell over tlie world!"
Freshman
_,Robert Webster ·
-Randy Romans
Freshm~n ··
Senior
Freshman
<> _:Darrin Vaniglia
· . :..Junior
. ·., .
'

., . ~ '

.

~

J

,·,·

:·.

"I'm going to
Virginia to live
with my fiance."

"I'll be playing
gigs with my Irish ·
band around
Cincinnati."

-Erin Mattingly
Junior·

-Molly Steshko
Freshman

"I'm going to El
Salvador."
-Teresa
Timperman
Junior

' .: ' ..
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Student thanks.· friends ·for· support Continuing our legacy of love
O
O
'',.

- _.,....

'

n January 5, ;1999, in my.· the prayers and concern helped dents, and they want to share their
knowledge a~d experiences with
hometown of Wheeling; W, me to recover faster. ·
Va., I went sled riding with tny sisEver~day when the mailman ·others.
ter arid some friends. Near the came, my mom would bring rile a
Some of the first flowers to arbottom of the hill, my sister.and Lletters. That was the bright- . rive at my hospital room were ·.
reached a speed which sent both estpartOf'my day. I accumulated from my professors in the theolof us flying through the air.. ·
close· to 200 cards. I treasure each ogy. department. They do care
. J somersaulted over top of her, Jetter, for with it. carrie the hope about us and' worry when we are·
knocked my head on the hill and and the comfor.t I desperately suffering:.
I have also discovered the
jammed my .back into an uphill needed~
slope .. I immediately knew l was
On the weekends, a few peopfo beauty in my friellds. Prior to:-rny
seriously injured, so I yelled for· even drove to Wheeling to read to accident, I knew my friends were ·
my friends to call.for help.
me and play Trivial Pursuit; lam important, but I did not fully apAfter·arriving at the hospital, . truly grateful for each person who prec;iate them. I now recognize
how special and unique they .rewe learned my sister had broken sent her or his. love. ·
·her leg and I had fractured my left
When I returned to Xavier, I ally .are. 1 have felt God through
arm and smashed one of the ver~· was very frightened, How would each of them, and I want them to
tebrae in my back.
I get to class, catch up with school, know how much I really love
Two days later, I had a four- eat my meals and.accomplish the them.
hour· surgery. where-the .. doctors: . other daily tasks? Little djd I re~ ... · I met many .of them thr9ugh th.e
put two rods and two screws in my. alize the love in action I would Dorothy Day House; which has
back. I spent eight.days in the · witness. People have amazed me been a. home in the sense of a place
to grow ,from within:myself ,and
hospital and two weeks at home at yvery turn.
in bed. I returned to Xavier on
The Xavier community.is very to experience fainily. They have
February 1.
special. Stud~nts who I do not been a true ma~ifes~ation of the
Despite the trauma and pain, I . even know offered .to carry my Divine, My heart_ and soul will
consider this accident a true bless- books or open doors for me. The hold them in Jove forever.
In the play, "Our Town," Emily
ing in my life. I discovered so cafeteria workers would help get
many things about my family, my · rriy milk. My friends would walk asks, "Do people ever realize. life
friends and myself. .
with me everywhere. It.has been while they live it? .E\lery, every
I want to share with you, the those simple acts of Jove which min.ute?'~
.The Stage Manager then anXavier community, a small· piece have touched· my heart.
ofwhat lhave learned through this
This experience has also swers, "Saints and poets maybe,
experience. I also wish to express shown: me how we are seen as they do soine." ..
my deep gratitude for each indi- whole people in our community. . I amextremely grateful for th.e
vidual ·who has supported me.
I found we really are educated and saints and poets who have helped
• .While Uie in bed at home; nourished mentally, physically, . me recognize the beauty in every.
there wer~ many points at which and ·spiritually here .. We are sur- moment. I thank you, and I lo.ve ..
I felt completely overwhelmed by rounded.• by such understanding you.
the Jove sent to me from every- professors and administrators who
~Stephanie Przybysz
one at Xavier. .Without a doubt, teach because they care for stuJunior
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Par~nt"say~_:-:A.b~olt1te
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truth does ·exist

n ·ma :HaYes:s letter to. the editor "Pray tell; whose truth?" she
unknowingly gave the answer, to
· the question. of prayer. • _.
,.
She echoes the question of
~he
Pontious Pilate and.thewhole hu.
.
man race, and Jesus answered,
"You &re right in saying I am a
. "The Catholic Church rej(!cts fullness of religious life and in · .
king ,:. everyone ,on th~ side of . nothing that is true and holy in whom God has reconciled every_- .
tr.uth listens to me." .Pilate blows thesereiigiqns. The.Church has a thing to Himself.
Polls tell us the ·majority of
him off and. dismisses. his state- high ,reg,atdf8r th~lr con~uct a'nd
ment by saying, "\Vliat is Truth?'' . way life, fort,hose precepts and Americans believe there is
ab~ •
. Hayes')~ttei' states "to argue docfrines which,' although differ~ solute truth; .that truth is· relative
that only tht:' Catholic Church inion
'pofots f~om that and cari be culturally dependent~
bears the truth denies the value of which the Churcq believes and. ·
However, to believe this is to
all other cultures and religious tfa- . propounds, of~en reflect .a ray of not believe in the Creator as He
ditions.;; ' ··.·•
·. · · ' .
that tr.uth which enlightens all has revealed Himself to tis lii the
Iii John
Pa~l
il's
bo~k
Crossmen."
. . ' ·. :· . •. ·: .,
person of:Jesus Christ.. He:·has
'.
.
.·
·1·. ..
.
··.
,··..
•.
.
.•
ing the Threshold.. f!fJ!ope,"_he ·.... However, the C.h.urch pro~ proclaime<l that He is the Truth.
quotes from docullient of ,the. claims, and is'boi.lnci'tti pr.oclaim~
second Vatiean Coundl regarding · Chr.ist is "the way, the truth and
-John Baronas
.. the i:riiijor rion~Christiiiiireligions. the life" iri whom all trii.ist firid the
Parent

· ··The Churthproclaims, dn~_is bound to
pra~ltiim, that (;hrist is "the ~ay, ·the truth
and
lift. '''

of

no

ma11y

a

L

n Sunday, the church where my
grandparents spe~t their· lives
was closed. There .was a homecom-.
ing service with many speakers, inCiuding a famous author, Presbyterian mi!Jisters, ·business people .and
families. After the festivities; they
all gathered to clean the building and
move its furniture to other church
·buildings in the community.
Edgemont Presbyteri~n was now
gone.
The .building would be donated
to a new, predominantly black
church. It struc.k rrie that the. legacy
Edgemont would le.ave to its neigh~
hors was more important than the
closing itself.. · .
I remembered stories of my
grandfather, .who help~d whites become involved in the civil rights
movement in the 1960s .. This
middle-class southern white man led
his community to. a greater understanding of love. Love unbounded
by the.blinders of hate based on appearance or identity.
This legacy of Jove was left for
the members of Edgemont Presbyterian;·. those who ·grew up in that
church, the community and all.those

.ll~i:netown
••

'·

. •,

f,

whom they would meet.
So in the simple statement of
love, during a time when the statement was Jess~than-fashionable, a
legacy was left.
So what does all this mean to us?
How can we :leave a legacy of love
like the one left by my grandfather
at Edgemont ift the 1950s and
1960s? The civil rights movement
has subsided; official racism is .all
but illegal. What is the point of
Xavier hearing this tale?
Consider the downtrodden. Consider those who have been told in
some way that they are unwelcome.
Consider that they too deserve love
and freeciom. What kind of legacy •
of love will Xavier leave forits students; faculty, staff and alumni for
. the _world at large?
·
Xavier has the· great opportunity
to leave a legacy of love by adding
sexuai orientatfon to its non-discrimination clause. By doing so, it
will make a statement it accepts and
loves regardless of personal identity
arid it will not throw·anyone by the
wayside.
-Joshua Wagoner
Freshman

pride .·renewed

A

ll. too often, you can open the ticipated in the day. Families with
front page. of the community children enjoyed the clowns and
newspaper and read headlines about treats atthe checkpoints and people
Cincinnati that can be rather dis- walked in the name of area corpor~heartening.
tions such as Cinergy.
However, despite these issues,
Men and wome.n with mental and
Cincinnati is one of the "most liv- physical disabilities hustled alongable" cities .around. Maybe I..am side newborn babies in their stroll-·
speaking withjust a little bias. I'm ers too. It was a truly diverse group,
aCinCinnatian born and bred; but! showing just' how important the
had the opportunity to verify my cause is for all people.
hometown pride this pastweekend ,
· In the end, there was a general
as I participated in WalkAmt:rica.
festival-like atmosphere throughout
WalkAmerica is a major fund- the day, and you could. tell the people
raiser for the March of Dimes, an felt good about what they had done.
organization which w~rks to prevent
hvill be back next year along
birth defects, reduce irifarit mortal- with many of those thousands of
· ity and allow babies to live happier, waikers. How could. I pass up such .
'
an 'opportunity '.to see the good in
. healthier lives:. ·.
.. I have never been. a ·part of.any- ·Cinc'in'nati that. tends to·' "be
thing like thi~ before, and the ~mount · downplayed on'many other days?
of suppo'rt.alld e~thusfa~m:~f the·
. WalkAmertca'is.adayto'rememthousands of walkers and scores of ber.. Thanks to ih~ 'great people of
'volunteers of all ages genuinely im- Cincinfiati who support it and those
pressed me.
··
·
who will contin~e the tradltio~ of
W~ arrived shortly after the "kick- ."giving Cincinnati a good name. I
off' of the walk which crisscrossed now have a newly uplifted pride' in
.through: the streets of Cincinnati and CincinnatL
across the Ohio River into Kentucky. '
··· -Katie Gilfilen
The energy of the people was im~
· Fresli11um
mens~ as both young and old par- ,
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Mason tojoin
men's basketball

THE. XAVlE RN EWSWI RE

Extra innings. so.or for Xavier
the sixth when Watson led off with
his eighth home run.of ~he season,
arid a single by senior center fielder
Mike Scuglik !?rough~ in two more
runs later ~ri the inning. Bren_ning
·• : added a soio home run fa the top of
· .th~ _ninth t6 ~~al the winforXU.
·.·Watson'
again the. leading
batsman for xc.Y;-going 3~4 with a
. homer and ,his 14th double of the
'•year. Scugiik·was 3-3 with two
RBI; and Kirkby was 2-3 with his
home run, driving in two runs and
scoring three. The win put Witte at
7-4 for the year.

BY MATT BARBER .
Spor:ts Writer .
Xavier lost three games in extra
innings this past week; and the
postseason is looking bleaker after
the Musketeers'. l'.'"2 showing at At~
!antic io rival Duquesne'over t~e
· weekend. 'T~.e series_ !()SS dropped .
XU into fifth place in the conference.
Junior Matt Watson, however,
continued.his torrid hitting against
the Dukes and was named the A-10
Co-Player of the Week.

The Xavier men's basketball···
.team finished ou~ · its requiting ·
class last Friday withthe signing
ofjunior college transfer Marcus
Maso.n.
Mason, a 6-9, 250-pound cen. ter from Santa Monica (Calif.)
College, averaged 13.3 points,
8.5 rebounds and 2.1 blocks per
game this season while shooting
62.4 percent from the field. Such
LOUISVILLE 4, XAVIER 3 {12)
a p~rformance earned Mason
· DUQUESNE 3, XAVIER 2 (8)
Xavier began the week by hostFirst Team All-Western State
The second game was a pitching Louisville in a non-conference·
Conference honors this season,
ers' duel with Wiggers taking the
game. Junior left-hander James . ·
while leading _his team to 28-2
.Siefker made the start while trying
mound for the Musketeers. He
mark, including a school record
to halt a two-game losing sfreak for
• pitched a strong s~ven~inning com27-0 start.
XU. Siefker didn't allow a run over
plete game; allowing just three runs
"Marcus has a very atliletic
.. on six hits while striking out.four.
7 .2 innings.
knack for scoring around the basThe XU defense of sophomore
Unfortunately, the Xavier offense
ket," said Santa Monica associTy Brenning (third base), sophocould muster just two runs of supate head coach Marvfo Menzies.
more Jeff Crandell (shortstop), se-.
. port_for Wiggers who took the loss.
"Marcus has g~>0d inside moves
nior Rodd Hampson (second base)
. Duquesne scored first· in the
along with a soft jump hook."
fourth inning on a home run. The ·
and senior Chris Kirkby (first base)
"This season he has shown an
helped by turning four double
M~sketeers came back with two
added commitment and dedicaplays.
runs in the sixth when a double by
tion to getting better. His desire
The Musketeers scored first in
Hampson and single by Modrovsky
FILE PHOTO
to· work out ·and get better was
the fourth inning. After reaching.
scored the first run, and Fish being
unmatched on ~is team," he said.
first base on an ei:ror, Watson then Junior Matt Watson went 15-23 (.652) at the plate last week and · hit by a pitch and coming home on
.
· Mason enrolled. at Santa
moved to second on a wild pitch. was honored as the Atlantic 10 Player of .the W~ek.
a fielders choice, scored the second.
Monica College after playing
Senior catcher Mark Modrovsky Fish followed with one as well, mov- .nings he pitched~ Barger took the Duquesne tied things up in the botprep basketball·· at Dorsey High
. then singled to right center to bring ing Watson to second. Junior Jared loss for the Musketeers; dropping tom of the seventh when two walks
School in Los Angeles.
and two singles brought home a run.
home Watson .. Watson provided Hendel moved both runners up a his record to 2-5.
Mason brings Xavier's 'reThe extra innings· did not last ·
Xavier's offense in the sixth inning base with a perfect sacrifice bunt. A
cruiting class to four players for
XAVIER 7, DUQUESNE 3
long, however, as Wiggers gave up
as well with a solo home run, his pinch-hit sirigle through the left side
next seas()n including: David
Se~ior right-hander Lou Witte the game-winning home run to the
seventh of the year, to make it 2-0. of the infield by senior Zach Swisher
West, a 6-8 forward from
Sophomore· Greg Wiggers re- tied the game at three runs apiece, · took the mourid in the first- game first batter he faced in the extra
Hargrave Military Academy;
of Xavier's· three-game wee)ceil<l', •.frame. Modrovsky was 2-3 with an
placed Siet'ker in the eighth inning, 1 , senqirig it into extra innings.
· David Young; a 6-4 shooting
but got into:trouble in the ninth. XU ' • In the top of the· i2th inning, the series with Duquesne iri Pitts~ ·· RBI, and Hampson hit his fourth
guard from New Castle (Pa.)
coach John Morrey rearranged his ' Louisviile leadoffhitter, now facing burgh. Both teams began the se- and fifth doubles of the year in four
High School; and Lionel
infield. to start the ninth, moving· sophomore Jeff Barger, reached first: ries tied for fourth place in the.A- at-bats, scoring a run as well. The
Chalmers,_a 6~0 point guard from
Kirkby from first to short, Hampson safely and' moved to second on an · 10 West Division. Witte's perfor- loss moved Wiggers' record to 4-5.
Albany (NY) High School.
from secondto third, Crandell from error by Brenning at first base. A mance on the mound was excel· "We feel that we have added
DUQUESNE 11, XAVIER 10
short to second and Brenning from . ground out moved the baserunner to lent as he allowed just three runs
two solid big men and two talThe rubber game of the series on
third to first. Wiggers struck dut third with one out. A single brought on seven hits, striking out-three
ented perimeter players;" said
the first batter of the inning, but home the run, and Barger struck out over seven innings for the com- Sunday was an offensive showcase
Xavier coach Skip Prosser:.
walked the next.
.
the next two men to keep the dam- plete game win:
as·the.two teams combined for 21
"'.""Matt Madges
The next. batter hit a made-to- age to a minimum.
The fourth inning was Witte's runs on 31 hits. Xavier scored first
order double play ball to Kirkby at
Xavier could not get much going only trouble spot, as some mis- in the second inning when
shortstop that should have ended in their last at-bat, as Crandell singled placed pitches turned into t~ree Modrovsky took a pitch deep over
the game; but he bobbled the ball, but could not be brought home to runs on four hits. The Xavier of- the left field wall. The next inning,
and both runners were safe. score. The 4-3 loss was especially fense did more than enough to a single, sac bunt and two more
The Xavier volleyball team reWiggers struck out the next batter, frustrating for Xavier since the Mus- compensate, ho'Jll'ever, scoring singles brought home orie run! and
ceived a huge boost on Tuesday
and it looked like XU might get out keteers were just one out away from . seven runs on 11 hits against the a sac fly brought home a second.
as four players signed national
of the inning with the game intact, winning the game in the botfom of Dukes. ·
Xavier's3-0 lead lasted until the
letters of intent to play for the
but a single, an error by Hampson. the ninth.
·
·
-~· · Kirkby hit a two~run homer in . fourth when XU starter, sophomore
Lady Musketeers nex.t season.
at third and another single 'scored
Watson had two _hits in five trips the second inning to give XU the · Matt Raih, got into trouble. A
Toni Bouton, a 5~ i 1 middle
three
runs
to
put
the
Cardinals-on
totheplate,scoringallthreeofXU's
early lead. Then, in the fourth, . double, a Brenning error at third
1
blocker, was the captain at
top.
runs, driving one in himself on his Kirkby scored again, coming base, and another double led to two
Burnsville (Mass.) High School Watson led off the bottom of the sixth inning homer. Siet'ker was also home from third on a passed ball, Duquesne runs. A hit batsman and
this year. As a junior, Bouton
ninth with a single, and senior Bill outstanding for the nearly .eight in- Th.e Muskete~rs' big inning .was
See BASEBALL page 10
earned· All-Conference Honorable Mention honors.
Andrea Meyer, a -middle
. blocker and outside hitter, was
captain at Lakeville (Minn.) High
. BASEBALL.vs.
COLLEGE ALL-STARS VS.
Im 6 l!l 181
1£ i
11 El u
m 1 imem
m tm
mu11 t m If 11 SJ
aunan
School the last two years. She·
. GEORGE\VASHINGTON
HARLEM GLOBETROTIERS
earned AII~State Honorable Men2 p.m. Sunday.
Noon on Friday
Wednesday, April 28
· .. Saturday, May 1 .
tion and All-Conference honors
at the Firstar Center
at Hayden Field
.•.
her junior year.
•Baseball at Purdue at 4
•Baseball vs. George
Xavier's senior trio of
Before you submit to a weekJessica Fluellen, a 6-1 outside.
. P~~·
Washington at noon
Lenny
Brown,' Gilry Luinpkin
end
of
cramming
for
exams;
hitter, wili'add size to the Xavier
Friday, April :JO
•Men's golf.at Michigan State
and
Jam
es Posey square off
take
this
ppportunity
to
pre~eilt
roster next season. She averaged ·.
Invitational
.
·
a
nervous
breakdown.
by.
headagainst
the originators of
.76 blocks and had a 96.4 serve
•Base~all'(driubl!!header} ,
razz
le-dazzle·
ba~ketball. ·The
ing
out
to
the
ballpark.
Head
for
vs~
George
Washington
at·
Sunday,
'May
2
percentage for Battle (2reek Ceonoon~
··
·
Globetrotters
are
guaranteed 'to
bleachers
and
enjoy
'the
. tral (MiCh.) High School. ·
•Men's golf at Michigan State
show
you
a
few
things
you have
America's
pastime;
Most
im'por~
. Katey Wygant~ a 5-11 middle
·M~n'!? golf at f1.1id1igan State lnvitat\onal
.
.
·
tantly
though,·
don't
.use"
your
never
seen
and
might
never
see
lnv1tatronal
.
·
·
.
·
·
blocker, played for PapilHon
the
College
again.
Coille
see'
·brain.
Alfow
yourselves
a·few
La Vista (Neb.) High School, who
hours to enjoy sotnethiiig much All-Stars against tll~ fanciest·
.
.• Home games are in bold
.
· won the Nebraska State Chamsimpler
than calculus or your pa~ ball~handling skills you will
pionship. Wygant was· also a
Home baseball games are held.at Hayden Field.
ever have the p~ivil~ge to witper
on
Aristotle's impact
member of the Nebraska Juniors,
modern
philosophy:·
·
·
ness (See game preview ori
one of the top junior programs in
.
page
10).
: ·
the country.
-Joe Angolia

was

a

·volleyball adds
four new recruits

·on Tau
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Xavier's ri'l'1i,t iP:triguing aihletes ha1/e been chosen. by. the sports staff, and here they are .in alphabetical order. .. .
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. After winning. hts secorid c~~ for the fir~t time, while leading the .
However, Dixon's golfing sue.
Mµsketeers
·to
their
first-ever
A-10
cess
has not been confined to
sectitive Atlantic io. Champio.nship
earlier thi~ month/The
Championship as a team~
Xavier. Before coming to XU,
Although Xavier came up just · .'Dixon represented Canada at the
thought it only fitting to honor se. nior golfer Steve Dixon as, one of short as a team this season at the A- . 1994 World Team Championships
Xavier's most intriguing athletes 10 Championship, Dixon's indi- iri Japan. In addition, Dixon won
once again this year. .. . . ...
vidual victory marked the fourth . the British Columbia Junior Cham· Dixon's secbnd year as· one of time fo A-iO Tournament history pionship in 1992.
Xavier's most intriguing· athletes that an individual was the medalist
A commercial advertising mamarks the first time in the short his- for back-to-back seasons.
jor, Dixon will continue his golftory of the award that an individual
Over h~s four~year career, Dixon ing career later this year when he
has been honored twice.
was named the team's MVP each turns pro.
La.st year, Dixon earned medal- year, while being selected to the A-Matt Madges
ist honors at theA-10 Tourriament l 0 First Team the last three seasons ..

Newswire

- W 0 M. E N ' S

ANN. MARIE HUBBARD

S0 CC E R

Like a true champion, it was dur.,.
This season's performance by
senior goalkeeper Ann Marie ing the season'smost important mo·Hubbard was proof that defense is ments that Hubbard was at her best.
In the Atlantic 10 Tournament,
what truly wins championships.
In the most accomplished and Hubbard was ii.early flawless~ She ·
celebrated season in the history of made 10 saves and stopped three
the Xavier women's soccer pro- crucial penalty kicks against Daygram, Hubbard's consistently ex~ ton to help the women capture their
ceptional play made the difference. first-ever A-10 Championship.
"We (the seniors) had the goal
As the season progressed and .the
games became more crucial, of winning the A-10 Championship
Hubbard rose to the challenge.
for four years and we weren~t go"I just tried to do what 1 could . . ing to let it go," said Hubbard.
Hubbard was undefeated during
to help us win," said Hubbard.

the A-10 regular season this year
while posting a 0.56 goals against.
average. Hubbard's performance
earned her numerous honors including selection to the All-Ohio
·Second Team, A-10 Second Team,
A-10 Tournament Team and A-10
All~Academic Team.
A business management major,
Hubbard wants to continue having
a role in soccer through coaching
when she moves back home to
Phoenix later this year.

-Matt Madges

-WOMEN'S BASKET.BAL·LSe~ior:"point_ guard:,.Nikki · helm, g;uidi~g it to·a-24-9rec~r.d and ' tionin assists as well.

.--•·· r-Jr

·Kremer has. been on the Cinc;:innati , within two points ofthe Sweet 16.
women's basketb~ll ~cene for quite Xavier played in its first-ever Atlana whi Ie, playing four years itt tic 10 Championship game i.n
.Mother of Mercy. High. School in March, as well as .its second-ever
town and the last four with Xavier, NCAA game, and first-ever NCAA
teams on the sum- win.
as well. as. select
.
mers in between. This.past season,
Kremer set the season assist
though, will be the one people talk record this year with 275, as well as
about when they rememper breaking the career mark at Xavier
Kremer's career.
with 543 .. Both records belonged
The XU women's basketball to 1994 graduate Carol Madsen.
team enjoyed its best, season ever Kremer spent most of the 1998-99
this year, and Kremer was at the campaign ranked second in the na,.

·NIKKI KREMER

-MEN'S

lAMES POSEY

. '
Kremer was the engine that
drove.the Musketeers over the past
few seasons,turnlng into one of the·
better point guards in the nation
under head coach Melanie
Balcomb ;md her staff. Kremer has
made her mark at XU, and even
though most of this year's team will
be returning next season, it
be
a challenge to replace what Kremer
meant to the Musketeers:

will

-Matt Barber·

BASKETBALL

/

Senior James Posey will leave . also .a symbol of what athletics are to sit out his freshman year due to
Xavier as one of the most exciting truly all about. And this season, academics. For thiSreason, Xavier
anp energetic. basketball players when a starting spot presented itself, has meant a great deal to Posey.
ever and will be remembered for Posey also.proved he could excel as
"Xavier had faithin me," said
numerous accomplishments. How- a starter.
Posey. "They gave me the opporever; none will be better ·recalled . Offensively, Po.sey sc.ored l ,4f.5 tunity to continue my education
than Posey· as the best "Sixth Man" career points, which. pµts him in and! thankthem for it. They could
.in Xavier and arguably in college ·12th place on Xavier's all-time scor- have done what most schools did
basketball history.
.
ing list. In addition, Posey, the A- and just left me alone, but they
Posey was th~ Atlantic 10 "Sixth 10 Defeilsive Player of the Year, led · didn't, they stuck by me."
Man of theYear" during his sopho- XU in steals and rebounds.
·Posey will graduate in May and
·more and junior seasons. This team
The most compelling;aspect of will continue his basketball career
attitude made Posey an .intriguing Posey, however, might be his suc- in the NBA next season.
player throughout his career, and cess offthe court. Poseywas for~ed .
-Matt Madges

Senior Loti Witte has been turning he~ds since his freshman year
atXavier;·but the heads·whicli'have
· turned the most have been those of
opposing. batters watching str.ike
three go by;.
Such domination should result
in Witte having a good chance of
being taken in this June's Major
League Basebal.I draft .
Witte is in first place in five career pitching categories in school
history,· holds four season· records
and there is still a month left of this

· baseball season. Witte could see as
. many as five more starts to add to
· his already· impressive totals and
possibly lead XU to the postseason.
So far, Witte has started 53 ·
ga,mes, has pitched 378.2 innings.,
has thrown 34 coinpletegames, has
33 career wins and has struck out .
326 batters iii the less than four seasons he has been at XU, all school
records.'
·.His 123.2 innings pitched, 12
complete games, 107 strikeouts; and
12 wins in 1997, were all Xavier

records for a single season: This .
year, Witte is 7-4:in 11 starts (he
has suffered from a lack of support
at times this season); with 73
strikeouts in 81.2 innings pitched.
His 3.31 earned run average is
down this year from his 3.70 career ERA, which is still fifth alltime atXU ..
Lou Witte wili'- be forever remembered by followers of Xavier
baseball when. the. conversation
turns tc:i pitchers. '

-Matt Barber
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Tennis concludes season
-

..

'"' '

~

.

·~

BY JOE ANGOLIA

· Kramer would provide the only vic- teers against Fordham. With the ex-·
tory in doubles.play. The Colonials · ception ofa loss in No. I singles - .•
When the Atlantic 10 Tennis prevailed 6-3, and the women found competition, the next five XU playChampionships commenced last themselves relegated to the conso- ers, freshman Rob Bakker (6-0, 6·
. O),' senior captain Brent Cullen (6weekend in Blacksburg, Va., the lation bracl(et · · · · · ·
On Saturday, in the consolation 2, 6-0) and the. freshman trio of
three-day event woul_d _search for a
team; men or women, to put an end bracket, the women fated seventh" Dan~y·Sturdevan (6-0; 6~0);Aaron
to Virginia Tech 's dynasty. Both the seed Fordham. The outcome Bauer (6-0, 6.-1). and Kevin
·men's and women's teams had won looked grirh after Xavier lost in No. McEnery (6-0, 6~0), all won their
. the championship. the last _three I and No. 2 singles competition, but singie~ matches_. A. doubles will by
·to the Rams' despair, Senich (6~4. Bakker and StUrdevan gave, the
years.
A weekend of strong, intelligent· 7-5), Palmenter (6-4, 6~2),Wolf(6- Musketeers a 6,f victo~y. • · · .•.
.
.
. ..
.
.
. ... ;....
.
.
· FILE PHOTO
s~cond-seededTempie io~m~d
play would be the only way for ei- l, 6-1), andWeb~r (6-0, 6-2) were
ther of the Xavier tennis teams to all victorious in their matqhes.
in the men's path, to thf:seinifinals. · Senior '3ill Fis,h. h~s -b.~e.n. ~9;i:tsistem ~~-W~· plate this seasc;m.
accomplish such a grand feat. The
T.he victory was sealed after The men only managed two wins
Xavier women's team entered the 'doubles victories by the duo of se- in their six singles. matches. The
tournament as the fifth seed, while . nior co-captain Laura Fraunfelder . yictories came fi;orn 'Bakker (6-0, · ·
C:ontinued from page a
. runforthe Dukes, 11-10.
the men's team foiind themselves and sophomore sister Tra.cie . 6~1) and:McEn·e~y (6-4, 6-2). A
a single tied the score atthree_, and , Watson werits-6 with a grand F<raundfelder along with the duo of victory by the duo of Bakker and
as the seventh seed.
a two-run double chased Raih slam and three doubles, drove in
Sturdevanin doubles play brought
Though neither team would Kramer and Norton.
five runs and scored one himself.
from the game.·
The final day of competition for the match closer while two of the
walk away with the trophy at the
Barger·replace:d Raih and hit Scuglik,' who came on in relief
conclusion ofthe tournament_, both. the women was just like their first. Xavier singles losses. went to three
the first batter he.faced. ·The next in the.ninth inning, took the loss
Their Sunday matchup with sets. Ir° only one of those matches
had impressive showings.
batter was intentionally walked, in the contest, moving him to 0Duquesne proved to be no harder had ended the other way; the Mus- ·
.. and a 'single brought in two more 3 on the season. than their opening round competi- · keteers migqt have been on the
WOMEN FINISH FIFTH
runs before he could get out 9f the
The women opened play against ; tion, as they pounded the Dukes 8- winning end of the 4-3 final.
WATSON HON()RED
inning. Duquesne added an eighth
The men then found themselves
. La Salle on Friday. The Lady Mus- 1. The women .won ti ve of their six
run the next inning.
.
Watson, named Co-Player of
keteers managed to demolish La singles matches, and each of their . in the same situation as the women,
The sixth inning wasJ{avier's the Week by theA-10, had a huge
Salle.8-1. Freshman Emily Senich three doubles matches. The win figh~ing. for fifth place. However,
breakout frame. Swislier led off . week/going 15-23 (.652) in his
and soph()more Natalie Palmenter gave the women a fifth place finish the men would lose again in the
·
with a single to rightand moved 'last five games.,
both swept their' opponents 6-0, 6- -for the tournament, just a few spots next round, Once again they would
to second on a single byScuglik.
Five of his IS hits were
0. By winning five,of their six .back from A-10 Champion Virginia find themselves on the losing end
Brenning singled to load the bases; doubles, .and three more were ·
singles matches and all three Tech (for the fourth year in a row). of a 4-3 match, this time to Massa· and a walk to sopho!"flore Adam home runs~ int:luding a grand
. chusetts.
doubles matches, the team gained
Law brought home the first run. slam 6n Sunday. Over the span,
Bakker (7-6, 4-6, 7-5),
MEN.FINISH SEVENTH
an early confidence boost and a
Hampson singled home another he also drove)n seven runs and
The men's: team faced a chal- Sturdevan (6-2, 6-2) and Bauer (6.first-round tournament victory.
run, and the bases reniained loaded scored seven as well.
Fourth-seeded George Washing- lenge as great as the women, which 2, 7.;6) would provide the only
fo~ Watspn who. promptly sent a
His .362 ~eason batting averton was next in line for the women. would require everything they had .points for the Musketeers, who
pitch over the right field \\rail fora .·age is n_inth in the A-10; his 18
The .Colonials managed to. defeat if they wanted. to pull it off. If not now found themselves fighting for
. ·grand slam, putting the Musketeers · doubles' are the most in the coneach.of the top four ranked play- ~for a close loss to second-seeded seventh place.
back on top, 9,8.
ference and his nine home runs
Sunday would provide a reverers. Only'junior Kristen Wolf (6-9, . Temple in. the second round, they.
Duquesne went.back ahead, 10- place him among league leaders
6-1) and senior co-captain Lindsay might have been able to take a shot sal of fortune for the men, however,
9, in the seventh "i"nning on the as weli. This is his firstPlayerof
as they were abfo to come off the
Weber (6-1,6-0) managed to win in - at the champs.' · . · · · :-' · ·
power of a two-run h.ome run that the Week award this season.
The opening found on Friday victors 6-1 over Rhode Island. The
singles play. The pairing of senior
ended Barger's day of work, but
Jill Nortonand freshman Kerrie pitted the seventh~seeded Muske- win came on the strength of single
Xavier was not done sc;oring runs
THE STRETCH RUN
match victories by Bakker (6~0~ 6yet: In the ninth, Kirkby led off
The Musketeers, w~ose game
. O); Cullen (6-3, 6-2), Sturdevan (6-with a single and was .replaced by against Indiana State was rained
0, 6-0); McEnery (6-0, 7~6), and
. pinch runner sophoqloreBrandoll out yesterday, travel to Purdue
freshman Jeff Roman (6-4; 6-2). A
1. Virgim
Van Orden. Scuglikfollo~ed with today for a 4 p.m. game.
win by the duo of sophomofeKyle
2. George
.. a single; and a ·sac . bunt by .
xµ wiH then. host George
Bates and Bakker iri their doubles
Brenning
moved
the
rim'ners
"to
Washington,
the third place team
3. Temple
match added the finishing touches
second
and
third,
Law
then
sent
a
in
the.
West,"
this weekend for
4.· Dayton
for the men.
sac
fly
to
left
field.
which
scored.
:.
·.three
games
before
travelling to
5. Duquesne .
· Even though the men were un·Van
Orden
as
the
tying
nin~
·,
··:
,
La
Salle
(20-18,
8-4),
·the second
6. Massachus
able to match up w'ith Virginia
In the bottom
the tenth; the .· place team, onMay 8-9.
Tech,· who managed to earn their
1. Xavier
Duquesne lead-off man· reached .
Realistically; including the fifourth consecutive.championship,
Rhode Is
base on Brenniiig's second.error _'ilal three~garneseriesoftheyear
the men did have a successful
9. Fordh JJ?
of the afternoon. A sacrifice bunt · against Dayton on May 15-16,
showing.
10.
·moved
the runner into s~or!ng pb- ·;·"Xavier will have to win seven of
···, ' The "tournament conciuded· the
11 ..
s.ition,
and a two-cillt single . its las.r nine conference games to
season. fo'r .both.; the men and the
1
brought
him
home as:~h~.whi~ing) :hope for a post'."season berth .
. women:
Assistant Sports Editor ·

Basebf1ll;·:µea(ling\for home

of

a..

st.

XU's senior trio to face Globetrotters
•

'

-

I

'

-

.

•

the outcome of the contest. .'
· which also includes play-by-play
A GOOD CAUSE
BY MATT MADGES .
"The
Globetrotters
.face.
a
big·
announcer Sam Smith and sideline
· Sports Editor .
· For the pa sf 73 years, the
You thought you had firfally:seen
Harlem Globetrotters have placed challenge against the country's top . reporters Reggie Theus and Amy
·
an emphasis on givirig ·back to the college players, puttirig our 950~plus · Bender:
· ·the last of them, but you were mis-.
taken, they 're back.
com'miinity and the philosophy'. '-_¥ill game winning streak on· the line," · · , .The >game will not' b~ covered
live natioll:al television, but will
The Xavier senior triq of Lenny ·
continue through" the three-game said Jackson.
"We have not lost a game since air on ESPN,2 on Wednesday, May
. Brown, Gary Lumpkin and iames ·
series with the College All-Stars.
Posey will play one final game to- .
"As the Ambassadors of Good- 1995, and hav(never !Ost a ganie 5at11 p~m. and again on May 19
. gether in Cincinnati this Sunday.
will, the Globetrotters aim.to help before a nationai television:!ludi'erice ·· .~t 2;:3op.m ...
The ''.Three Musketeers" are all
make a difference:,in people's in our 73-year history. While I sl1u4~
· . TICK~T iNFORMATION
members of the· 1999 College All-·
lives," said Chairman and owner, of der about the thoJghfr of' a
Ifyoti would like to see the ex··Stars that. will face. the Harlem
•. the Harlem Globetrotters Mannie. Globetrotter.Joss, it.could·be a oncei n-a-1 ifetime :telev.ision spo'rts. .citement and exhiliration live, tick-.
. Globetrotters in a. charity game at 2
Jackson ·
ets are still available for the game.
p.m. at the Firstar Center.
A majority of the proceeds from memory," he said.
. __
Tickets cost $25 for general adThe. origina!World Series of
.the serfos will be donat.ed to the
DICK VITALE WILL BE THERE
missfon and $22 for students. DisBasketball against.the College All:_
, .United ·Negro College Fund, the
The exciten1ent that wili ocC:l.ir. C()Unts.are _also available for youth
Stars began in 1950 and continued
Basketball Hall of Fame and local .
with the game does not stop.with the .·12 and. under: senior citizens" and
into the 1960s.:Theseries was res-- ~gainst the ~orid'~ most ·fa~ous. United Way.organizations.,
.
members of th~ two teams, however, ..• groups of 20 or ~ore.
.· urrected in 1997 and continu~s this basketball team. The first game in·
as a star-studded broadcast team· has.
Tickets can be purchased at.the
., year.
.: · the. series was last· Sun~ay; at the : WIN STREAK ON THE LINE
Although the .game will be. fun also been assembled for the event.· ·, Fjrst~f Center box office and all
The contest ccmcludes a three- ... Oakland Arepa, while the. seccmd
Famed color co~mentator
Ticketffiaster locations or by phone
_game series pitting the top college contest will .be on Saturday at the · and exciting fcir ·both the pfayers
and fans, a great deal is riding on .Vitale will lead the broadcast team, · at (513)562~4949.
seniors from the 1998-99 season Palace of Auburn Hills in Detroit.
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The Western and Southern Life Insurance ·
Company, a highly rated Cincinnati-based
insurer founded Jn 1888, is s~eking .several · ·
Part.:.Time Personal HistoryTelephone
ln'te.rviewersto work. in.our headquarters.
We will be hiring for English-speaking and
English/Spanish bilingual positions.
·
•Work hours are Monday thro"ugh Thursday,
4 p.m. to 8 p.m.
We offer excellent cqmpensation and
the opportunity to work in a challenging,
·growth-oriented Enter·prise. · · ·
Jf youwant to contribute to a dynamic
organization, please forvvard your resunie
·with salary history to:
, ·
Human Resources
·400 Broadway• Cincinnati, OH 45202 ·.
.
. Fa~: (513)6f9~1212 ·
..
.. .E~mail:.Nancy.Aleshire@WesternSouthernLife.com ....
www:WesternSouthern.com
· · · ·.
·.··. An. Equal Opportunity :Employer

.

.·

· IF YOU'RE ·
lOOKING FOR
AGOOD TIME,

GET•

ON

STIFF
NOW.

, The Xavier Newswire
is looking for a.·
distribution manager
for nextyear's staff.
Call 745-3607 for
more info.

-

>Jonathan Mosko~ Editor·.
>Diversions Desk: 745-2878
>DIVERS@xavier.xu.edu
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Hear ye, hear ye

Who11~eds

c·A MP US··. EV.ENT S

Woodstock? We've' got Styuka

MljSIC, FOOD AND GAMBLING - CAN YOU BELIEVE

IT WAS FOR A GOOD CAUSE?: · .

most "hard core" band :of the.day,
performed with striking energy.
The Ohio Renaissance Festi·This summer, the cream of Not.only did they faithfully cover ·.
val is holding open auditions for
American music will gather once Jimi Hendrix's ''.Voocloo Child/' but
paid entertainment positions in
again in upstate New York for they also cut loose with some pow- .
the festival cast.
Woodstock '99. While no doubt it . erful original songs.
.
Auditions will be held on Sat· will be a heck of a show, we MusBetween the Xavier bands and
urday, June 19, from 10.a.m. to 3
keteers have already had a heaping · the .headliners, there was a variety
p.m. at Pleasant RidgePresbyte-.
.helping of peace, love and music.
of camival~style attractions to enrian Church, 5950 Montgomery
. ·' Last Saturday dawned clear and tertain the Styuka participants. EsRoad. Call 631-9707 for direcsuriny, setti~g the scene ideally as _pecially popular was the J_oust .
tions.
the O'Connor parking lot was trans- · game, in which some of Xavier's ·
Auditions are by appointment·.
formed into the grounds for the an- more competitive students atonly and may be scheduled 'by
nual Styuka music festival.
tempted to knock the stuffing out
·calling the festival's office at 897~·
Nestled in the. valley adjacent to of each other with oversized Q-tips.
1000:
.
the soccer field; a stage, carnivalOf course, Styuka would not ·
style games arid a dining hall sprang fiave been complete without _the
· up froin the pavement; ready to dunking booth. The opportunity to
The Wexner Center will be
. wow and delight all those in atten- saturate such Xavier notables as
presenting two contemporary
dance.
·
.Resident Assistant Hassan Alfilms about Vietnam on May 5
. The openirig barid; 2-Day Panic. Rawas and Student Government
and 12 at 7 p.m. in the film/video
NEWSWIRE. PHOTO BY ERIN MOONEY
Attack, made arriving early worth- president Lynn Grunzinger detheatre.
·· ·
while .. Blake Som~rs led the way lighted sure-armed contestants.
· Despite waning attend(lnce, the Matt Decoster 13and. gave it
The featured films include
as the band roHed off covers of the
About the time many ()f the the their all as the headlining act at this year's Styuka charity music
"Misfortune's End" and "Hanoi
Red Hot Chili Peppers" ~'Higher Styuka-goers were gorging them- festival.
·
·
··
.-Winter 1946," which portrays
(Jround" ·and the Dave Matthews ·. selves on hamburgers, hot dogs and
the escalating crises leading to
'Band's "Jiini· Thing," the latter of barbequed chicken, Push stepped .
Unfortunately; as· the s,tin disap- . Skynyrd's"SweetHomeAlabama"
the ·descision to. launch guerilla
which inspired a mini dance party into the spotlight.
pear~. the temperature (and Styuka · and Barenaked Ladies "'Brian Wilwarfare against the French.
son" were among the songs that
in frontOfthe stage, featuring some . Though the crowd around the attendan~e) dropped; .
Prices are $5 for the general
pint~sfaed."''college friends" who . stage had thinried out'considerably
When Styuka's headliner, the . could be heard across the O'Connor
public, $4 for members and· $2
reallyknewhowtoshakewhatGod by the time the·band began, Push MattDeCosterBarid,'steppedtothe parking lot .
. . , .· ·
for children iiiider 12.
··
..
gave
them~
.
.
.
showcased
their
'excellent
muscial
·
mike,
the
most
populated
section
of
.
DeCoster
turned
iri a .stunning
.
.
": Especfaliy noteworthy was 2~ talents,providing,\Vonderrul back- Styuka was the.beer garden.
· acoustic guitar effort, sparkirig.reDay Panic Attack's rendition" of groundmusicfortheev~ning-meill..
: Thafdidri't stop t~e Xavier. newed energy iritothe remaining
to·
!As
the
sun
began
to
sefover
E_let
graduate
from launching into the die-hard Styuka.fans.
.
"The
Stone,"
which,
true
DMB
's
The University Club of Cin·the
Dave
~tyle,
featured
an
impres..:'
Hall,
1999
Lillith
Fair
performer
best
musical
act
of
the
day.
·
·
Around·
10
p.m.,
the
Matt
cinnati is proll;d to.pr~s·ent'its ari.~
sive string section.
.. ..
KateStonetookthestage. Perform_. . · · TheMattDeCosterBand'sshow .. DeC9s~er Band conCiuded this
nual art show from.April 23 to
Mii.y23.
.
.
.
,Not forig afterwards1 Sexual ing admirably for a three-member alternated between flawless covers year's Styuka music festival. It was:
This year's show 'celebrates . Chocolate, ari~ther Xavier stude_nt- .. band,· their slow; emotional. turles · .. of 'popular rriusie as· well as some a day of:peace, fun and music, al(
for a worthy cause. St.· Francis
led band, took the Styuka stage. mellowed outthe Styuka partici- . of DeCoster's original tunes. .
sel~cted works by the finest
Xavier
would have been proud.
a_hard
day
ofi:ecreation.
Pearl
Jam's
''Daughter,"
Lynyrd
Sexual
Chocblate,
·probably
the
pants
after
women artists from ·the Greater
Cincinnati area. A variety of visual media will be represented,
including painting, drawing,
sculpture and jewelry.
· SENIORS BURI, FLICK AND GLASER SHOWCASE ART" WITH A FOCUS ON TIME, LIGHT AND LIFE . ·
The show
be. open to
those with reservations at 721outdoors. Because the use of , include representations of the con- ' tion~f p~intings and photographs.
BY LAUREN MOSKO
2600.
Editor-in-Chief
stained glass as a medium is rela- . stiuction, destruction and timeless- called "Journey~· \VhiC!t .reflect upon
The Xavier art department will tively uncommon, 'Bufi ha~ been ·ness of n~ture.
her trips throughout Elirope and her
close out the year with "Passages," working cm her thesis project with· The 'second set, cal led ·"Im- journey home. The paintings.· are
a coilection of visual art presented out much outside help, but she feels pressed and Pressed," uses grease · repre~entations of the.en1oticms she ,
The staff and stud~nts of St.
by MaJJreen Buri, Karen Flick and · the experience' has taught her self- to leave the imprints of natural ob- felt during the trip, while the phoRita School for the Deaf proudly
Jacqueline Glaser. The opening re- · discipline and motivation. ·
jects like leaves and sticks on a . tographs of Tuscany are pc:irtals to
present William Shakespeare's
Buri has a minor in secondary limestone plate; After the impres- her actual experience. · .
.
ception will be Friday, April30,
"A Midsummer Night's Dream."
from 6-8 p.m. ·in the Xavier Uni- education and will student teach- •.. sions are made, the inked plates are ·
Glaser uses wood stains, ,oil,··
The production promises "to be
; vefsity art gallery in the AB Cohen ing .• next semester· in .Cincihnati. ·run through a press to create a natu- .paints .and charcoal powder• as an .
one unlike any other.'!
Center.
She. will graduate from· Xavier in ·· ral collage.
· uncontrolled medium for her pail1t: Performances are April 30 and
.~'Passages" is an exhibition of December of 1999.
. The third set is a series ofzinc. ings. Both black ·and white and
May 1 at 8 p.m. ·
.
paintings, photography, stained. ... Flick has put together threedif- engr1,1vings which focus on the color photographs will ,be sho'wTicket,s are· $S·: for adults, $3
.. . .. . .
glasswork, lithography and engrav- · ferent but iriterconnected series for " Book/of Revelations, inspired by a cased.
for children, $ \ 2for families, and
· ings centered around the passage of the exhibit. Themes of nature and c~ass sh.e took on the subject and . ' Like Buri, Glaser will be student
may be purchased atthe door.. '
• teaching next semester in Cincin, time, light and life with a concen- the cycle of life manife~t them~ · the workof Albrect Durer...·
tratfon on representations of nature · selVf!S in images of growth ~nd, de. After graduation, Flick hopes to nati and is scheduled graduate in
~b1y ::ball. . :·
·and. scenery. .
. .
. ·.· • · cay; .
' pursue ·a career in graphic design • December of 1999. ···· · • · ' ;·
· Autho~i\'.iikeSharjn~nwill be
Buri will coritribute five stained · _The first pi~ces are-large-scale·:., and utilizing:rriodern uses for
"Passages" runs from April 30
_discussing and signing h,is bo~k.
.
.
to May i. The gallery is openMbnglass pieces which ·reflect her child-· lithographs done with a grease pen- :, printmaking.
"Tales from the: Ballpark" on Sat- .
ho'9d memories and love for the cHon an aluminum plate. Scenes
Glaser has put together a collec- day - Friday from 10 a.rii. to 4 p:m.
urday, May I at 1 p.m. atJoseph~
· Beth Booksellers.
The book takes readers behind
· the scenes i~to the batlpark;dubhouse and the minor leagues, ·
Join fellow fans for an afternoon
...... ;
. 'Saturday, May i
Thursday, April 29
The. following discs are sch~duled
fo~ release
on Ap~il 27 ...
of baseball you will never.forget.
.. ·.'.:
·' ·- ,·,-:..
·: Lagwagon ·
Rock~tss
w/All .
.· @ s\\fiiig L 9unge
Original· Soundtrack, Dawson s Creek. (Columbia) ... All-4-0ne,
. and Wretch Like Me
On and On (Atlantic)... Bt:n Folds Five, The Unauthorized Biography ·
· Sitwell's Coffee House pre@Bogart's· ·
Monday, May 3 ·
of
Reinhold
Messner-(550
Music)
...
Blessid
Union
of
Souls~
Walking
.
.
sents its fifth year anniversary
moe.
Off
the
Buzz
(V2)
....
The
Cranberries
Bury
theHatchet'
(Island)
...
,
scavenger hunt. on Saturday; May
30
.... @ Sycamore Gard~ns
Friday,
April
Frank;
ShowBusinessls
My
Life
(Lookout!)
,;,
Fugazi,lnstrument
i
Dr;
I at noon. Participants must sign
Hole
,;l ·., ... ' '
-'
'
.·'(Dischord) .. : • KRS~l; Maximum Stfength"(Jive). .. ;:The Long Beach.·
up at the front counter; ·. . . .
• · @ T~ft The~trd
.
Tuesday/May
4
·.
DubAll
Stars,
Bum
Unit(Skunk)
...
Naughty
By
Natllre,
19
Naughty
9
.
The lucky winner willredeye:
i :.
: •.•
Johnny Lang ·. '.
....,.·
Sh~hHand Operatl~n ·.
free _bottomless «:offee fdr brie. ·. Nature~ Fury, (Arista)',;:.• Ninety P~uiid.
•.
Saturd~;,·itay
1
..
:
~
·
.·
@ Arano:frceriter
year.. SitweU's ipcated at 404 : (Tooth a~dNail) ... RageAgainst•the Machine, TBA (Epic) ...
.
·
2
Skhiny
J's
·
·
... all dates are tentative.
·Ludlow Ave. in Clifton, 281@ Bogarts
7487.
BY JONATHAN MOSKO
Diversions Editor
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Rich-imagery .saves '.eXistenZ' Sizzl.jng summer flints
' 'EXISTENZ~ FEATURES AN-EERIE'BLEND OF THE
NATURAL. AND
THE SYNTHETIC
!
.
,
-

THIS SEASON PROMISES THRILLS, CHILLS AND SPILLS

:~

'r;·

BY DAN GALLAGHER.

Taking shelter in a friend's va- . side the-game world of"eXistenZ"
BY NATHAN DUKE
where two groups of mortals are
cant ski chalet, Gellar forces the as Pikul eats a grotesque casserole
Diversions Writer
toyed with by the spirits which
Tales of computer~twisted alter- reluctant Pikul to enter "eXistenZ?' ·of mutat.ed amphibian parts (the
With :a few notable exceptions, dwell there.. .
nate realities seem .to be tlie theme . wi.th hei: in orderto.see if anything · . ;-Iocaldiner's "special"), assembling I.998's summer movie season was.
Prediction: Expect critical sucthe bones into a slimy pisfol. This ·less. exciting than expected. Al- c.ess and possibly• more- Oscars,
dujourfor sci~fi movies this spring, has gone wrongwith the garrie.
with-the r,ecerit eye-popping cyberf : · . With that begins a twisted: fan- ··. leads to.-an: unforgettably disgust- ·though this year Hollywood will even though audiences may favor
thriller "The Matrix" now. closely ~. tasy so conyincingJl:!at Pikul soon ing scene where Pikul loads the pis-· most likely dish out its regular dose seeing· Hollywood blockbusters
followed by David Cronenberg's -.· fi~ds it impossible tb tell 'the dif- tol by takirig a partial bridge out of of viewing undesireables, it looks over Shakespeare ... what fools
· "eXistenZ," a slimy computer ference betw~en the· deadly game his mouth to use the false teeth as . as though there are several upcom- these moviegoers be. (May 7)
nightmare· ab_out a, .video garµ.e ·SO and reality. As the line between real ·"bullets."
ing fiims that could make for an in- ·
"The Mummy"
convincing that reality and 'fantasy ·.· artd :Jrireal, 6rganie ,\and synthetic. . Another kin I< in the 'movie is teresting summer, including ...
Premise: The spirit of an ancient
·are indistinguishable.
and friend and foe blur, Pikul and Cronenberg's unexpected choice to .
"Eyes Wide Shuf' .
Egyptian soldier is awakened,
Smaller, smarter and darker than Gellar find themselves trapped in set his tale-of virtual reality run
Premise: A psychologist (Tom wreaking an ancient curse on .the
"The Matrix," writer/director David · incoherent web of intrigue which . amok not in the glittering urban me- Cruise). and his wife (Ni co le land;
· Prediction: With star Brendan
Cronenberg, known for deft rriaca- .. piles layer after layer of dreamlike tropolis of "The Matrix:," but Kidman) take a bizarre voyage into
bre treats like "The Fly," creates deliri_um onto the glass onion.
rather in dark, dirty rural Canada. their own identities after being Fraser a.nd an "Indiana Jories"One of the things which makes• • One of the movie's villains, in fact, drawn into a strang'e sexual under- esque look, it could be the big thing
. another creepy treat for movie au· diences with this latest film.· "eXistenZ". so great to watch is the turns out to be a crude gas ·station world.
until "Star Wars" comes out.
Prediction: The best films don't (May 7)
The movie begins in .a remote, subiih-ie, ·organic imagery ~hich · attendant (William Dafoe), who
Canadian chapel as a roomful of fills the video game world. First, spends his empty life escaping to always make the most money. .Bx"South Park-Bigger, Longer
video game enthusiasts eagerly the video games of the near foture the alter-world ofGellar's games (a pectcritiCal success even if audi- · and Uncut;'
awaits the unveiling of renowned are so evolved that the play~rs "plug wry JOok at escapis.m in modern ences don't show up. I'm already
Premise: The boys go to boot
in line. (July 16)
camp.after torturing Mr. Hat.
programmer Alegra Gellar's (Jen- in" not by putting on virtual goggles :life). •
~ifer Jason Leigh) newest virtual or a helmet, but by inserting into
Though the ending is somewhat · ' · "The Fight Club"
Prediction:_ Don't expect Isaac
reality opus,_ an interactive fantasy . their spines the fleshy umbilical unsatisfying, the movie as a.whole
Premise: The secret boxing so- "Chef' Hayes to win an Oscar at
called, "eXistenZ."
.
cord ofan organic game controller is definitely worth seeing. Weav- ciety of two young men (Brad Pitt, the Academy Awards, but the film
As Gellar takes the stage to iri- that looks as though. it was ripped ing the concerns of an age of clon- Edward Norton) goes well until
will most likely do well enough to
troducethe game to a panel of giddy out of one's digestive tract.
ing, computers and constantly ex- woman (Helena Bonham Carter) ensure· the show's continuity.
volunteers, however; a guerrilla
In fact, the players' "bioports" panding outlets for escape, comes between them.
(July 9)
Prediction: Should be interest. "Star Wars Episode I: l'he
working to further the cause of his which are small h.oles bored straight Cronenberg creates a nightmarish
pro~ "reaiity" grol!P attempts her to the spinal con;!, provide for some allegory for our times.
ing considering it was directed by Phantom Menace"
assassination.
bizarre, disturbing chemistry .be'.'eXistenZ" blends a weird, at- David Fincher ("Seven," "The
Premise: The epic IJattle of good
In the ensuing confusion, the - tween Pikul and Gellar.
mospheric sense of h.orror which is · Game") and stars Norton, one of the versus evil continues in George
Again blurring synthetic with often thought provoking and always best actors of his gener.ati9n. Lucas' first film in 16 years.
wounded Gellar is left fleeing the
scene in the hands of corporate · 'organic, the gun fired at Alegra in fun. For those with a strong stom- · (July 30)
.
.
Prediction: This may quite pos"A.· .Midsummer Night's·. sibly be the most anticipated movie
employee .;fed Pikul (''Gattaca~s" , the movie's opening turns oufto be ach an cl a taste for- the o,ffbeat;
Jude Law), a public relations intern niade of animal bones in order to . "eXistenZ" is a profou[\d phantas-- Dreani'; . .
.
' of all time. By summ~r's end;
so wet behind'tlte'ears;that.he has pass th~ough metal detect9rs.
magoriaQot to be overlooked.
l'remisi::: . Shakespeare's play, Lucas may regain his crow~ as 'the
never played one of her giunes..
The.bone gun la.t~r- ap~ears in~.'·
"eXistenZ"
'adapted tol9th Century Tuscany, "'king of the world." (May 19)
Diversions Writer ·
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'.·Rent':
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What collles·

·around; goes. around
"Rent" has been compared. to
some of the· great modern musicals,
In March of 1998, the epic rock like 1967's "Hair" and 1975's "A
opera "Rent" played in the Queen Chorus Line." These shows all
City to sellout crowds at the have a ·common thread in their
Aronoff Center. This May, over a unique subjects; whether they. are
.year later, it's time for "Rent'.' again. hipppies, blue-collar gypsy dancers
Inspired by. Puccini's. "La or poor, struggling artists, these
Boheme," "Rent'' is a modern rock characters spring from the heart and
opera which tells the tal.e of a com- ·soul of American vitality.
On the evolution of "Rent," cremunity of artists struggling to survive and thrive in New York's East ator Jonathan Larson said in an in~
Village.
· terview with American Theatre
Paralleling Puccini's story of magazine; " ... a number of my
struggling artists in Paris, some of friends, men and women, were findwhom are wasting ay;ay from tu- . ~ng out that they were HIV-positive. ''
berculosis, a few of the colorful i"was devastated and needed to do
main characters include Roger, an .something," . He combined these
HIV-positive rock musician; Mimi, feelings. with an earlier project he
an HIV-positive junkie who works· was working on. The result was one
at an S&M club-; and Mark, Roger's of the most popular musicals of our .
roommate and aspiring filmmaker. time.
Winning the Pulitzer Prize for
·~Rent" is produced by Jeffrey
.Drama as well as the 1996 Tony. · Seller, Kevin McColl um and Allan
Award for Best Musical, "Rent" is S. Gordon. The music for "Rent"
the fifth musical ever to win both is directed by Tim Weil and cho- ·
awards.
· reographed by Marlies Yearby.
The show's off-Broadway pre· "Rent" will stay at the Taft Themiere at the New York Theatre atre from May 4-9 and runs TuesWorkshop in February o.f 1.996 . ·day-Friday at 8 p.m., Saturday at 2
drew thrilled reviews and it became and 8 p.m. and Sunday at 2 and 7:30 _
a hit. In April of 1996, "Rent" p.m.
landed on Broadway and played to
Ticket prices range from $32.50standing room audiences. ·
$61. .
.·
.
. 'Tickets are available at the .
Despite its critical acclaim, the_
success of"Rent" is overshadowed Broadway Series office, the Taft . by the death.of creator/director, Theatre .box office .or· any
Jonathan Larson, who died unex- Ticketmaster outlet.
. pectedly in early 1996, just hours
Focmoreinformation, contact
after ~he final off~Broadway dress the M~l"~~htile centerat 241-2345.
rehearsal of "Rent."
·
~:/:
BYJONATHAN MOSKO
Diversions Editor
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Jump Start Yollr Careet
• We are a: Cincinnati based Intepietand consulting companylo~Igrig for
·a high energy busines·s manag'ertoJead.lis;to the.nexflevel
• we ·need someone toshare' our visi()p. and btllig our ideas •to-market
• You will be involved in· all phase~ of the business including:
.
business plan development,. cristomer:iriterfaee, staffing and operations
•This is a great opportunity for the right person
• Our national accounts include:
• Arizona Beverage - www.arizonabev.com ·
•Neyra Industries -.\vww.neyra.com
.
• Great Amedc~n Insurance
• Medicare Healthcare
• and many others
2

I N

4

5

Send resumes to:
Busine~s Manager Search

. 291 Lstanwin Pface
Cincinnati, Ohio 45241-3346 .
mpomeroy@ivytech.com
513.777.::9066 . . '.{
"13-755-0444. (FAXf'

~.

.

Te,chnologies,··Inc.
Helping businesses growl
.· .www.ivytech.com
).:
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:
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. The verses of tr~bk number six,
"For the Movies" is reriliiliscent of
Radiohead's "Creep," until the_chorus changes gears to a potent guitar
interlude, kind of like Our Lady
Peace or perhaps Everclear. Ifs
.•. good to know Btickcherry is capable of more than blowing our eardrums out.
Not only is their music enough
_to make your goldfish sterile, these
guys lciok'pretty scary, too. Their .
lead singer looks like he might shop.
Buckcherry··
at
the same :store as Marilyn
•Buckcherry
Manson.·If
you just buy ·the·CD; ·
(Dreamworks)
you don't actually have to look at
Finally, a band with energy.. If .. him, and you can stiltheadbang
you are familiar with the stock of · yourself irito oblivion.
· ·
popular musii;: these qays, you will .... In fact; the music itselfis pretty .
find a lot of twentysoinethings who . darn good, it's just that sometimes .
like to whine about how pitiful they . you can 'dell exactly •.whatJead
are. Kicking a bole in these apoca~ . singer Joshua :Todd· is saying.
lyptic posers, Buckcherry springs Maybe this CD would have been a ..
:forth with inexhaustible vigor and. better idea if ifwas 'purely instru- ' '
· ·
niental.
'·
.
.
·
the will to Hv~.
·• This barid sounds Iiktfa combi~ .· . Granted, this does. get a little tire~
nation of the Black Crowe(ili~
soine at times;so itmiiht no~ be a
Fighters and AC/DC. Turning up .. bad idea to take Buckcherry in
the volume of Buckc·h~rry's 'self- . small doses.
.
titled new release will no do ubt iri~ ·,. · On the other hand, while the
· stantly cause yoido he appreciated . songs might be catc~y. it could be
: and loved by your:;lleighborS; . > > tO() much for the casua(Iistener.
The first song, "Lit Up,'' has a Those who like Third Eye Blind ...
might choke on Buckchefry.)3ut if ·
caustic vocal reminiscenfofa
1ohnson sound. Sure, it's a song you're just itching for some good glorifying .one's dependence ori old hard rock, this.'-CD has your ..
drugs: "Yes·
all .Jil'up-again'Il ·::name all over it. .>
love the cocaine,'' but it possesses ··.·.·•· ·. · This . CD earris $$$. · ··
. a catchy quality that makes one for- Jonathan Mosko,
get all about the subjectmatter.
·Dive;siowiEditor

Foo

3

Year

>

·:· :-···

Sales

AM ARMY;SCHOLARSHIP.COULD ·
·HELP YOUTHROUGHMEDICAL·SCHOOL
The U.S. Army .Health Professions
Schol~ship Program offers a unique
oppoitunity for financial support to
· (nedical or osteopathy students.
Financial support includes a monthly
stipend plus tuition, books, and other

.course related experises. -.For information-concerning eligibility,
pay, service obligation and application .
· procequr<~, contact yourJocal Army ··
Health Care Recruiter: (317) 549~1191
..... '

ARMY MEDICINE.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
www.goarmy.com

0
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:Free oreunallcv tests
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.321=8-'00
. r~~gn~ncy Probl~~ Center) East/Inc.'
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somet~ing
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.

.

.

15 ·

. .

. · .·. · :The: .World Series ofBasketball · . .
.1999. COLLEGE ALL~STARS.

'

·. ·.vs. The-.Fabulous HarleITI Globetrotters
.

..

.

.

..

.. free
·preunancv tests

THE.WORLD'S MOST FAMOUS BA$KETB~LLTEAM-GET5 COMPETITIVE1N.
A STRAIGHT UP IN~ YOLJR-FACE GAME AGAINST:
.
- Melvi11 Levitt (Cincinnati)
·;.Lenny /Jrow/1 (Xavier). ·
- Gary Lumpkin {Xavier) ·
r·.

321·3100
helpline

.- James Posey {Xavier)
·. - ~demoia Okul<ija

24 hour·

·(North Carolina)

Pregnancy Problem
· Center, East, Inc.

•

PLUS other. 1999 College.Ali-Stars.

---··_·. ·stJtiloA·~·:MAY.2: _·___
....... ·.. ·...

1.,..

.

· Tickets: $25 (Kids &Seniors $20.•off).

.

GOTCHA. lfyou're

.

.. - avai.lable at FIRSTAR.CENTER BOX OFFICE.

reading this little block of text you must have
free time.. Exercise i_t wisely by joining the .

.

..

•'

•'

: still of.the award-winning Xavi<r.N•'wswire.

www~harlemglobefrotters~com
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Don't you love the end of the
year? . My favorite part is there
seems t(). ~e this undeclared yet
understood competition between
everyone on campus as to who's
busier.. People will say anything
to gamer more pity. To illustrate,
a first-ever Calendar vignette:
Insanely Busy Person #1: Excuse me while I go pee.
Insanely Busy Person #2: Oh
my god, you're so lucky. I wish
I had time to pee. I've got to
.write 11 30~p'age papers, timetra:vel.to medievel England for
research purposes, establish
new religion and win two· million converts by Friday.
IBP #1: That's pretty bad, but
you should ~ee.my roommate's:
to-do list.
IBP#2: What? Someone busier than me? Impossible! For
I am the busiest person ever..
Your roommate must now be
destroyed!
I'm sure you can relate to th.is
dramatization. And if you happen
to be the IBP #2, do us mortals a
favor and go smack yourself
around for awhile. Better yet, le,t
me do it for you. Happy examining,all.
·
··
·.· ·
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place an, item in the·. calendar, call 745,-3122
or mail to .Ml 2.1 .Z9.
>By Jennah Durant >To
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FRIDAY~.

Papers, projects, whatever.
What you really want to do tonight
is laugh your patoot off. I have
the. exact implement with which
you may accomplish this task. It's
a :little something I like to call ·
Toolbox '99. Contrary to what the
name implies, this will not be iike
an evening at Ace Hardware.
Rather, you will see 10 of the funniest people at XU invent sc.enes, .
translate obscure languages and
solve impossible crises with only
a word or two from a vocal audience member to go on. What's the
secret tci coming up with all this
spontaneous hilarity? Easy.
Crack. Lots and lots of crack.
Crack rock for the guys, and
yummy cracksicles from the "ice-.
cream man" for the ladies. (Sorry,
but I couldn~t resist one for old
times"·s~ky.) Venture tc{Keiley
Auditoriu~
.. ai·9·pjn.
i~r,;,the
.
.
...
.. , fun.

April 30
Did you go ta. Toolbox yet? If
not, go at 9 p.m. If you did, it'll
be a different show tonight, so go
again. Feel free to annoy the person next to you by explaining each
game before it starts.
Just because we're in the heart
of Middle America, not the
Carribean, surrounded by corn
fields, not palm trees, doesn't
mean we can't get some rasta~
ficatiori. Put ori your Ricky Will-·
iams dreds, big fat party animal
Ha waiia.n shirt and jam to the
Zionites at Reggaefest. This
event is recommended for the .hungry and the naked, as free food and..
not free T-shirts will be available.
If you close your eyes, you might
be able to i~~girie yourself not in
the Village gazebo from 9-10 p.m.,
but perhapsb~ing fed piiieapple on .
a tropical Dutch protectorate by a~
strapping manser'vant named
· Serge. Maybe not, though. ·

Boo-urns. The lastlnternational Coffe~ H~ur of the year.
·~ · Soui~one sfof~ the ·riight, and·
This weekthey go out.with a bang · /.the Women's Issues House is
at the Romero.· Center with ·· looking to takeit back:· JointheiTI.
gr·adilatiori-flavored coffee.
fot a ·walk to· commemorate. do~
Maybe that means they'll just
.mestic violence at 6 p.m. at 3728
Ledge wood for· free food and'
dump all the left-over· Japanese,
Norweigan, Zimbabwean, Chilean
transportation; Whoa. TransporClear out your ddrm and·ap~rt
and Canadian coffee from this year
tation? ·Doesn't that kind of de- · ment trash and· help some focal
· into one.big international bucket.
feat the purpose of walking? Oh.
charities, like the Northside
The actual walking part is at Saw- . Churches and Storgae Co: Food
The mystery brew ·will be ready
for your consumptfon at the ap.yer Point. Since it starts at 1 p.m.,
Bank. Drop off stuff like couches
and carpets on the residential mall
pointed time of 3:30 p~m.
. I guess driving t.here would .make
more sense. Good thinking, fa.
from 1~5 p.m. ·ff it's a .little
Cincinnati Conservatory. of
dies. Go get some excercise and
funkdafied,: give it a. good
Music has. been conserving tunes . supporta great cause all at once.
Febreezing and all will be well .
all year, and the stockpile is about .
· This event is brought to yo.u by the
ready to burst. The mu.sical~ex-.
Sometimesyoufeeltheneedto
·
letters S, Gand A.
. plosion ls settogo off at8 p.m. at
do a little revivali~'~ but let;s face
, it, you 're no Issac Backus. Enter
the Patricia Corbett Theatre at UC
Don't you hate it when you get
It will be manifested nobis .Chl:\~S, . . the "1:ourofLight" Southern Gos- · a big Hole in your !mind new
HELP WANTED
FOR RENT
1oo Instructors/counselors
Spacious 3:bedroom plus
needed. Coed, sleep-away
:-house, . hardwood floors,
camp.. Pocono Mountains,
equipped. 1704 Brewster.
Pennsylvania.:· Over 60-'land/ · · .. walk to campus. call a21water activities. Good salary/
0043 or 241-9421.
t I p_s f 1 - 8 0 0 - 4 2 2 - 9 8 4 2 ··
. HELP WANTED
(www.campcayuga.com),
Immediate openings .for...
handyman/painter; full-time/ ·
ASSISTANT TEACHERS
part-time. Flexible· hours~ ConFull/part-time for toddler &
tact Glen @ 631-9805.
preschool program. Competitive salary,· EOE. Send cover
FOR RENT
• . letter & resume to Education
Location! Two 5-family
Coordinator, 1607 Mansfield
tudor homes with two spacious
St., Cincinnati, OH 45210 or
bedrooms; eat-In kitchen w/
call 621-3032.
·
walkout to porch, dining/study
FOR RENT
.. areas, wall-to-wall carpet &
In Norwood, newly reno·
hardwood floors, ample closvated 1, 2 & 3 tiedroorris; new
.ets, basement area w/ laundry.
kitchens, bathroom, .windows
Lots of character.. Going fast. .
arid hardwood floors, laundry
Call now 561-1151. Starting
and off-street parking. $335, ·
at $700 & Lip to $1,000.
$450 & $600 plus utilities. Call
861-4111,
HELP WANTED
SUMMER CHILO CARE
Mother's helper/nanny.
Looking.for college student
for summer child care. Mon.,
Experienced individual de~
sired to tielp care for 5 month
Tues .. , Wed.,· 8 a.r:n. - 5: 15
old twin girls in Clifton area.
p.m.; Thurs.; 8 a.m. - 1 p.m. in ·
our west-side .. Cincinnati
Must have own transportation;
30-35 hours per week. Call
home: Boys 4 'arid 8. Must
Lisa @ 221-6776. ·.
have own car for outings (Pool
club and Kings. Island pass
FOR RENT.
'd d) C
L
Female. housemates . ·. prov1 e ..• ontac~ .. ynn or.'
·· . ·Tony @'(513) 451-2571. ·
.·'
wanted. Nice Mt. Lookout·
,. , .
home, low rent and fun· people.
Call Ellen @ 924·0753.

Rhine and have to take fr jn for an .
Exchange? What I'm trying to say
here is that if you want a co~cert
tonight; a concert you shall have.
famous rock stars Hole try tci shed'
their Celebrity Skin at the Taft.
You might start. to. feel a little dejavu-ish at this point, as Cincinnati
favorites and Peanutbutter and
Jeily Jam vets OveJ;The Rhine
are at Bogart's. Another blastfrom .
XU's past, Ray's Music Exchange, come to Ripley's Alive~
I've even got a little somethin' for
ya if peJ'.Chance you feel cultural.
If so, go to the Corbett Theatre for
the sympQq~y at 8. p'.m'

pel show to guide you on the path
io .personal piety. · R~ise a divine
ruckus at Procter & Gamble Hall
at 7 p.m. Just remember to grab a
spotter if you feel the Holy Ghost
coming on.

as might be expected.in an explo- .
sion,.but as an orchestra concert.

May 2
Shut up. It is not May already.
I refuse tobelieve it. Freaking
exams start tomorrow; Whatever.
way. So, there"s this thing at
the MainStrasse Village," which I
think is in Covington, or Newport
or or:ie of those Kentucky places.
It's called the Village Home and
Garden Show. I guess you could
horticult there, or maybe learn
some masonry. You should probably stay home and study, though.

No

l;i;.].(IJ il IJ i\'I ·
May 1

Maj 3

. We have no tennis courts, no
intramural fields and no place for ·
the track team to practice. Uh ....
strike that last one. Regardless, we .
· still have a baseball field, and who
knows how long that's. going to
. last. Take advantage of the lovely
view of the West Row buildings
(that's Hinkle and Albers and all
those) while ida~ts arid see a base- ·
. ball game, all fbrfree. orice"~gain,
.:papers, schmapers. Today's oppo~
nen~ is the Colonials of George
. Washington and will C:ommence
. 'oppositfon.at noon. ·
· ··

Apparently if you're a rock star
that gives you license to flout the
rules of not only punctuation. b.ut
also capitalization. My second decree as Queen of Everything will
be band names must adhere to accepted rules of English. moe.
would therefo~e be banned from
my territory. ::See them at Sycamore Gardefrs before they'rci
forced to .disband. ·

·

I

.-..

, Bandswhieh have funny ~ames ; .
Waahhh. Last Calendar item of
should automatically have to be
the year: No tears, people. · We
.good. That wHI be.niy·first de~
can do it. I'll miss you all bunches
. ciee once my reign. as Queeri Of
this summer while I'm fighting in
. Everything. starts; By this law, 2
the Kosovo Liberation Army. In
Skinnee J's will be one of the best
the mean time, go see "Rent" unbands in the English speaking
til<May 9'at the Taft; Dick Dale
realm ofmy qtieendorii."··For now, . ·-a.nd his surfin' guitarsatTop Cat's
you'll have to gojudge for yc:iurtonight, and Nanci Griffith this
selftonight
at
Bogart's
.
weekend at Jammin '. on Main.
.. ',
· Also, tonight at Procter & Gamble
Speaking of horses, why are ' . Hall go see the newly-shorn blues
you in Cindnnati? Today is the
·. prodigy Jonny Lang. Calendar
Girl, signing off. ·
first Saturday in' May, which

c l·a s··si fi·e· d s
'

means:you should be in Louisville
because it's Derby time. At /
Churchill.Downs, iti ·the infield, 1
with Jack· Nichols.on on
Millionaire's Row, at somebody's .·
house in Jefferson County. What~
·ever, just get down· there.· EspeCially if you 're a yeller, since quiet
hours have started ill-the dorms.

Classifieds are 25 cent$ ;per .· ·
word with a $5 minimurl't. To .
place your classlfied, . call the .
advertising manager at
.. 745-3561.

'

SUMMER JOBS
. . ·.. Start now at $350/week .
. Work with a team of organiz- .
ers ·on local environmen·t is-·
sues. Hold politicians and big
polluters accountab.(e. College
would be helpful: Fun .work
erwfronmenu Part7time and
internships available.with benefits. Hou·rs are 'Monday
through Friday from 1:30~10·
p.m: ~all 221~2100.

HELP WANTED
Resident camp for youth
with diabetes. Work one or two
weeks. Aug. 1-21. General &
specialist paid positions, Call
CODA 1-800-422-7946 or
614~486-7124.

HELP WANTED
Lifeguards, coaches; swim
instructora. USA Pools, Inc., is
now hiring in Louisville, Lexington, Cincinnati, Nashville,
Atlanta and all surrounding
HELP WANTED
. . In-home child c~re through., , , .ar1:1as,.JoP.P.ll.Y at country
clubs, neighborhoods, resorts i
summer paying $8 per hour..
25. hours per week .with 20 · . & parks. Cali today. (502) 254- :
. 555for (888) 357-POOL.
' · TELEMARKETER
montb1 year old in Springd~le
SUMMER JOBS
. Telemarketer/Blue Ash.
area. Ca11Janelleat771-0068.
Now hiring. Earn $300-750
· HELP WANTED
a week this summer. in. your
FOR RENT
. WarittoworkforChicago's
. Trade show, Exhibit and
hometown; work outdoors 40
. Graphics Firm. parftime. No
.
.Norwood : "."'-- tantast'ic
bestcompariies? We have the
hours per week. Management
evenings .or weekends. Pos- . · house for rent near campus; 4 · : .best entry:level growth opporopportunities. Apply online.
. Sible future Sales ;position, : .b-drms, washer/dryer; patio, . ·· tuoities t0 launch your career.
www.collegecraft.com or call
·AC, dishwasher, $220 pp.
Turnyour summer break into
Hourlyrate plus bonus lncenfor an inter\tiew:@ 1-800-589·
Open House 4-8 p.m. on Fri.,
$$ by working with Chicago's
lives'. Call Ron @ 4~~,6004.
9444.
. April 23; or call 351 ~2953 or
best companies. Full-time and
556-1098 .. For directions . ter:npora,.Y positions. Call Ad·
HELP WANTED .
.HELP WANTED.. ·
vancedPersonnel at 1·888~AChild care for 9'ytand 12 ···· email: karen.ramos~ uc.etju,
·Landscaping: Dan Druffel,
CAREEFl for.top pay and ex. ·inc., ·an· award-winning land~·.
yr. old daughters fn our.subur···pert careerassistance or send •
UNITED NATIONS
scape firm, located in Walnu(
bari Cincinnati home; 8 · a.m.
. . em.ail to: . " . .. ·. .. . . . .
.. ASSOCIATION· _ · - ·
Hills, is seeking ·motivated .
t9 5 p.in. Monday7Friday. Preacareer@advancedgroup.com
Free .UNA-USA. member7.
quality" people. Full-time posi· · . mi.um pay ir:1 relaxed atmo. ship te> first 1Q XU students ·
. ;SUMMER WORK" .·.;
tions, ~op pay,: benefits; adsphere. Fodnterview call: Gail
•. interested ·in forrni(lg ·groups.
vanceinent opp()rtunities. R~f- · Jackson. days. @ 533.44·00;
Immediate; f~ll/parMliTie
Visltonline Www.unausa.org
,
erences requested. CalF241evenings@ 561-3309.
openings. Flexible schedules.
then call 641-3935.
·· .
9778 M-F, :10 a.m.-3:30 p.m.
. $10.15 b~se pay. Appoint.r:nent
·:.; ·,/
·• · · scholarships available; Condi. tions apply. 671-4823.
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